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Students protest

Soc. Soi. 175, Ridpath dropped
About 10 students met with York president 

David Slater yesterday to protest the can
celling of Soc. Sci. 175 and the non-renewal of 
course director John Ridpath’s contract.

Spokeswoman Susan Hayes said they 
wanted to bring the matter to his attention 
although they haven’t seen departmental 
chairman Melvyn Hill or arts dean John 
Say well. Brenda Engelhardt said she’d 
already tried to reach Saywell but was 
refused an appointment. Saywell was busy.

Slater said they have to exhaust all proper 
channels before he would take any action. She 
was later told that the earliest she could see 
Hill was Friday at 4 pm.

She said there were other courses with 
much worse records in the counter-calendar 
which could have been dropped.

Hill said on Monday the course had great 
problems in faculty coordination in the course 
and that several had asked to leave it. He said 
there was no explicit move to fire Ridpath 
from the department by removing his course. 
But Ridpath hasn’t been offered a new course 
to teach and Hill said, “It’s not the done 
thing.” Ridpath has to approach Hill or other 
faculty.

A Soc. Sci. course evaluation had placed 
Ridpath as the best teacher. Fifty-six percent 
said his tutorials were excellent and 25 per
cent felt his lectures were excellent. No other 
faculty member came close.

Hill said the “snap judgements” made on 
the Soc. Sci. 175 questionnaire on teaching 
were more questionable than the more 
comprehensive survey run by the depart
ment. It doesn’t assess faculty teaching 
capabilities.

He said Ridpath had been asked to 
restructure the course and submit for Soc. 
Sci. faculty approval. But an informed source 
said Ridpath didn’t have the time to work on it 
because he was working on his Phd disser
tation.

The sources also said at Soc. Sci. faculty 
meetings Feb. 23 and March 2, Hill was asked 
to reconsider his decision to drop the course. 
He said he interpreted this as a vote of cen
sure against him and the motion was dropped.

Ridpath asked for the course to be rein
stated and the arguments at the meeting were 
described as “somewhat acrimonious if not 
vitriolic.” Ridpath's request was tabled by 
Hill. Although a first year course committee 
had asked that Soc. Sci. 184 and Soc. Sci. 175 
be dropped, Hill decided to keep Soc. Sci. 184. 
Hill refused to make public a copy of the 
report although he said the meetings and 
documents used were public. The counter
calendar lists 184 as only slightly better than 
175.

But informed sources say that the chair
woman of the first year courses committee, 
Sally Zurker and professor David Shugarman 
have made accusations against Ridpath and 
the running of Soc. Sci. 175 which Hill refuses 
to make public. Zurker teaches Soc. Sci. 175 
and only 5.6 percent of students rated her 
lectures as excellent and 23.8 percent rated 
her tutorials as excellent in the questionnaire. 
She had one of the lowest teacher ratings of 10 
evaluated.

Ridpath was away all week and unavailable 
for comment. Soc. Sci. 175’s Tuesday lecture 
was cut short 20 minutes to allow professor 
John Hutcheson to reassure students that the 
department was not out to get rid of Ridpath.

Both students and faculty have complained 
that the course is too general. But Excalibur’s 
sources say, “This course is a mess but no 
worse than others. The question is: why is 
Ridpath’s being singled out?”
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XCAU3U! Soc. Sci. 175 student Susan Heyes § 

! talks with York president David §| 
Slater about canned^rofessor John ig 

| Ridpath and the terminated course. 1 
I About 10 talked to Slater Wednesday || 
! morning in a low-key discussion. §| 
i They see Soc. Sci. chairman Melvyn 1 
1 Hill at 4 pm Friday.
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New budget scene

Secretaries, facilities cut
handbooks, fewer tapes in the music room 
and decreases in films, rare books, and 
periodical subscriptions. Book binding and 
the art collection will also suffer and there 
will be no administration studies library.

Tuesday, the guesswork will be over and York 
will have to cope.

It was a gloomy senate planning committee 
that discussed the 1972-73 budget Friday and 
told tales of what the massive government 
cutbacks will mean to York. The Treasury 
Board hands down the provincial budget

4

York president David Slater predicts 
higher student fees and lower grants to the 
universities. Slater commented on the cuts in secretarial 

services, “York already spends $800,000 more 
than the system average in Ontario on this , 
service. In an analysis by faculty, there are : 
relative riches in some faculties not found in | 
others. I have no second thoughts about 
turning the screw three times more in those 
faculties.”

Slater agreed that the budget squeeze 
meant a revised five-year plan for York with 
an overview of graduate schools included.

Daycare may 
get $300,000

“The fat has to be squeezed out of the 
support side of York’s operation in order to 
make arrangements for next year that will be 
attractive to students,” he commented.

The senate planning committee voted 
unanimously Friday to support daycare as 
both a service and academic function and 
urged senate to back a new $300,000 on- 
campus centre.

No proposal was made for the short-term 
interval before the new centre is built. With 
the overcrowding in the present centre in 
Graduate Residence Three and a long waiting 
list, daycare representatives are worried 
about what they can do in September.

Slater said “There must be more done in 
the short-term aspect, but the concentration 

Of the 390 courses rated in this year’s is on long-term planning.” 
counter-calendar, 10 of the 29 Social Science He said York support for daycare was a 
courses listed were rated 3 ( 1 is excellent and priority item with both private and public

resources for the on-campus centre.
The planning committee agreed that the 

centre would be a York matter and not Metro- 
run as suggested in a January report. The 
psychology and education faculties have a 
special interest in the centre as an 
educational resource and Slater said this 
gave weight to York support of daycare.

Daycare representative Bill Gairdner said 
he saw daycare as an educational resource 
but didn’t think it should be used as an excuse 

The courses receiving the worst rating, 4 for York support of daycare, 
out of a possible 5 were computer systems York would give $150,000 and $150,000 would 
303 which received the comment “course was be borrowed by the daycare centre on a debt-
irrelevant and incoherent.” Two first year service basis. Loan payments would force the
general education courses, Soc. Sci. 176, monthly fee up to $5 or $6 over the present $55.
poverty and progress, and Soc. Sci. 187, Outside of the capital cost investment, the
students and the university; analysis and new centre would be self-supporting. Metro
action, received ratings of 4 and a vote of subsidy is available for individuals meeting
non-recommendation. means test criteria.

■

The tentative operating budget for next 
year has undergone one cutback. A second cut 
will be discussed tomorrow.New counter 

calender puts 
Soc. Sci. lest

“And the plan can’t be the sum of opinions 
of people in a discipline or the opinion of the 
program chairman,” he added.

Dean of arts John Saywell said the cutbacks 
will mean faculty cuts and the dismissal of 30 
secretaries. Tutorials will be cut 30 to 45 
percent and the teaching load will be in
creased, he said. Faculty sponsored con
ferences and speakers will be abolished and 
services cut 30 percent.

Atkinson dean Harry Crowe protested cuts 
in the Atkinson academic budget. Twenty-two 
new part-time faculty members were 
originally on the budget but that has been cut 
back to 18. Crowe was told to cut back still 
further but says that’s impossible with the 
18,700 course registrations at Atkinson next 
year.

Administration vice-president Bill Small 
said cutbacks will change the cleaning 
standard, repair and renewal levels in 
physical plant operations. The decrease 
would affect the administration side of York 
as well, he said. Safety and security, com
puter services and instructional aid will also 
be slashed. A freeze and reduction in all 
ancillary serves is also predicted.

Library director Tom O’Connell says cuts 
in the library budget will mean no student

Zok!
Oxford gives truth

5 is poor).
Social Science had the worst record and 

was followed by Natural Science with six 
courses rated 3 out of the 12 courses listed. 
Psychology was third worst with five courses 
rated 3 out of 19 listed.

Council of the York Student Federation 
sponsored the counter-calendar with 390 
courses rated although 100 courses were not. 
Fourth year arts and all science were not 
rated either.

When a group of students presented a list of 
non-negotiable demands, the warden of 
Wadham College, Oxford wrote :
“Dear Gentlemen,
We note your threat to take what you call i 

‘ direct action ’ unless your demands are 
immediately met. We feel it is only sporting to 
let you know that our governing body includes 
three experts in chemical warfare, two ex
commandoes skilled with dynamite and 
torturing prisoners, four qualified marksmen 
in both small arms and rifles, two ex
artillerymen, one holder of the Victoria 
Cross, four karate experts, and a chaplain

The governing body has authorized me to 
tell you that we look forward with confidence 
to what you call a ‘ confrontation ’ and I may 
say, even with anticipation.”
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| Classified Advertising Want ads are accepted in Room 111, Central Square, and have to 
be prepaid. Cost : up to 20 words $1.00, next 20 words are 5 cents ea. 
up to total of 40 words. Deadline is Tuesday 3 pm.

■. . x: '.v.v :: ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■.
Ippp!;TYPING ACCOMMÔDÀTibN*i iTimWP^ER&__

Services Directory
ADS IN THIS SECTION, other than 
want ads, cost $2.80 per column inch. 
Maximum size is 40 column inches. 
Ads that only run once, also have to 
be prepaid.

EXCLUSIVE MALE — A unique 
Canadian monthly Gay Publication 
featuring correspondence section. 
Information, write Dept. YU, Box 
154, Station Q, Toronto 7, Ontario.

NEEDED, ONE PERSON to share 
two bedroom furnished apartment. 
$50.00 monthly. Phone 630-6393. 
Keele and Finch area.

PROFESSIONAL 
grammar, spelling and punctuation 
errors corrected. Essays, stencils, 
master carbons — materials sup
plied. Pick-up and delivery. 248-9391. 
40c page and up.

TYPING

ABLE OPTICAL
Glasses the same day — We fill 
doctor's prescriptions, repair and 
replace broken glasses expertly. 
Large selection of modern frames at 
reasonable prices. Located in the 
Jane Finch Mall opp. Food City.

SPAD1NA DITCH AREA. Needed — 
Perceptions 
Bathurst, Lawrence, Dufferin, 
Eglinton area. Part of Grad, 
workshop project. Scott Library, 
Rm. 549, 1-5 pm or call 635-3288.

FIVE NICE PEOPLE urgently need 
country home or farm house. We are 
desperate. Call Suzie or Barny at 
483-5585.

TERMRARERS impressions of
EX-UNIVERSITY SECRETARY 
requires typing at home. Essays, 
reports, theses, etc. Please call 493- 
5686.

For Reference and Research only

Cary Quail, Optician, 438-2020.DON’T WORRY
FIVE MINUTES FROM YORK, new 
2 bedroom furnished townhouse. All 
conveniences, yard. May to August, 
$190.00. Call 633-3887.

Our Termpaper Service 
is quick and highly 
professional. A well 
qualified staff of college 
graduates will research, 
write and type your 
order at reasonable cost 
(custom-made

For Information call:

638-3559
Or write to:

TERMPAPERS SERVICE
Suite 906, 12 Goldfinch Crt.

Wiilowdale, Ont.
A CANADIAN COMPANY

ASTROLOGY. . .Character portrait 
based on date, hour and place of 
birth, Accurate chart included. 
Contact Tom Weisman, 638-3203. 
$15.00 fee.

ESSAYS, THESES, LETTERS, 
electric typewriter, 10 years ex
perience. Jane-Sheppard area. Call 
Mrs. Fanfarillo, 249-8948.

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
SERVICES DEPARTMENT
INDIVIDUAL and GROUP , 
COUNSELLING, SKILL 
TRAINING, COMMUNITY SER 
VICE.
Located in the B.S.B., Room 145.
Open Monday to Friday 9 am to S 
pm. Rm. 145, 635-2304.

IIIIHELP. WANTED.*
TYPING DONE AT HOME. Theses, 
essays, etc. Experienced, electric 
typewriter. 40c per double spaced 
page. Immediate service. Phone 
W.A. McConnell, 225-4551.

Join the Young Travelonly).GIRLS 18-25 to pose part-time for 
modern art photo studio. Excellent 
opportunity. Call 925-5390.

REVOLUTION
The camping trip 

through EUROPE or 
RUSSIA is unconventional 
and fun. The overland trek 
from London to India is 
adventure.
For more information on 
these and other unusual 
young travel modes, 
contact : Bruce or Gary at 
GOWAY, 53 Yonge Street, 
863-0799.

24-Hour Emergency Service: 635-
3333.

RESEARCH WRITERS: graduates 
only, for Termpapers Service, phone 
638-3559.

TYPING STUDENTS' essays, 
theses, etc. Reasonable rates. York- 
dale area. Call Mrs. Fox, 783-9440.

YORKSTUDENT 
CLINIC

—Drug Crisis and Information 
—Unplanned pregnancies 
—Birth Control, V.D. Info 
—Natural Child Birth 
Rm. 214 Vanier Res. 43H$69.

QUALIFIED ESSAY WRITERS 
required. All topics. Top rates, 633- 
3318.

EXPERIENCED TYPIST: for 
essays, theses, etc. 35c per page. 
SCM Electric. Call Mrs. Truman, 
889-5193.

LIFELINE SERVICES
Essays written (Research 
purposes only) and edited. 
Ecology our specialty; 
lowest rates; professional 
writers; tutoring also.

STUDENTS REQUIRED for part- 
time work on commission basis. Call 
Peter Kitchen at 362-5781. PERSONALISRAELESSAYS, THESES, LETTERS, 

ETC. IBM Electric. Pick-up and 
delivery. Keele-Sheppard area. 
From 35c per page. Phone Carole at 
636-9134.

& • SWINGING COUPLE required 
lor Book Swapping Parly. Contact 
M. Python at the Big Red Book
shop.

• BUTCH LIBERATION FRONT.
Informative, controversial, wet. 
Every Thursday evening round 
my place. Contact Col. M. Vole- 
slrangler (Mrs.). Poste Restante. 
Mouly Pythons Big Red Book.

e men ! IT CAN BE DONE !
Horace Stokes did it last night! 
For details sec page II of Monty 
Python's Big Red Book.

» NUDE LADIES IN YOUR OWN 
HOME. Sorry. It's another cheap 
ploy lo attract your attention to 
Monty Python's Big Red Book. 
See how effective it is.

• FOR SALE. Quantity of pink 
paper, newsprint, purple ink. Eric- 
Idle. John Cleese. Terry Jones. 
Michael Palin. Graham Chapman 
and the illustrated Terry Gilliam. 
Worih $1.650.00. now olfered at 
only $5.95 lor quick sale by pub
lisher going abroad.

» P.S. I LOVE YOU. No I don't, 
you silly person. I'm only trying 
lo Hog you Mr. Methuen's books.

PIRATE PAPERS urgently 
requires writers in all fields. Call 
924-3432.

Call 962-9267 EUROPEor write
Lifeline Services
U0K Church Street. Suite C'4
Toronto 2X4, Ontario

3 Months — $550.00
Avoid the inevitable disap
pointment of last minute 
arrangements. Make your 
reservation now. A few seats 
still available at this low cost, 
subsidized tour.
ISRAEL PROGRAMME CENTRE 
788 Marlee Avenue 
(416) 7*1-4722

ii;l I! TERMPAPERS
EXPERT TYPING done at 
reasonable rates. Essays, theses, 
etc. Telephone Miss G. Singer at 481- 
3236.

TERMINATE TERMWORK 
TURMOIL. Turn to Toronto’s top 
termpaper terminal. Aarn Tutoring 
College, 218 Searle Avenue, 
Downsview, Ontario. 638-4674.

Do you own a...

Rover - Triumph - MG 
Austin • JaguarRecom-EXPERT TYPING 

mended — Paper supplied. Please 
call for estimates: 223-4351 - Pat 
Milne, anytime.

Then you should know about us. We're 
Fossman Racing Service, but apart from 
Racing cars we also have a Factory Ap 
proved Service Shop to look after your car 
(We even do Warranty work). So if you are 
not satisfied with your selling dealer, givé us 
a call at 783 7372 783 6646.

FOSSMAN RACING SERVICE 
961 Roselawn Avenue 

Clip this ad for 10 per cent 
discount on parts.

TERMPAPERS UNLIMITED
of Toronto Inc.

!ll!!IITOR.SALillllll DRIVING LESSONSOur staff of professional writer-researchers 
produces top quality material.A LIMITED NUMBER of Canada 

Careers Directory for University 
Graduates 1972 are available at 
$1.00. Send to Cornmarket Press, 
P.O. Box 84. Station A, Willowdale.

Special student rates at $5.00 
per hour. Free lessons to 
prepare the writing test for 
120-day license. Free pick-up 
and return.
DONATO DRIVING SCHOOL

651-5502 (9am-7pm)
223-1506 (7pm-10pm)

Ask for Tino.

Thousands of papers on file at $2.00 per page.

“WE GIVE RESULTS"

i!|g-MISCELLANEOUS752A Yonge St. at Bloor 
964 7328

1972 AOSC TRAVEL GUIDE is now 
available in N108 (George Coffee 
Shop - back room) at $1.95. Ask for 
Mira Friedlander.

ECHANKAR
presents

DR. FREDRICK FOOSPIRATE
Cornell 

In-
Professor, 
University, 
ter national lecturer on 
the Ancient Science of

PARERSENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA. 
Complete 24 volumes and atlas. 
Brand new. Phone after 6 pm 636- 
4503.

IWRITES STUDENTS
Tonite at the BushWHO TRAVt l LIGHT

SEE US FIRSTSoul Travel.ESSAYS KID BASTIEN 
and the

CAMELIA JAZZ BAND
Green Bush Inn

Thursday, March 23
Curtis Lecture Hall.Rm A 

6:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Admission Free

WHY FREEZE? Fur coats (used) 
from $10.00. New from $99.00. Paul 
Magder Furs Ltd., 202 Spading 
Avenue, (above Queen St.), 363-6077. 
Open daily 9-6 pm including 
Saturday.

FOR YOU
-416- Wr've got what you're looking for : 

Ass't lightweight sleeping bags, 
tents, ruck sacks, canteens, mess 
kits.

924-3432

11 ST. JOSEPH ST. 

TORONTO
SAVE MORE SURPLUS STORES campus pub 

open all summerGRAPHS. CHARTS and drawings 
prepared for theses, for slides and 
for publication in professional 
journals. Call 1-833-5673.

114 Queen St. E.
368-3536 — FRE£ PARKING

DEALS The Graduate Students’ Association of the 
Hillel Foundation at U. of T.

invites you to
UNIVERSAL

REFERENCE SERVICES
GREEN BUSH SUMMER IS 

COMING!Hi-Fi Components
CANOEING IS FUN & FREEDOM. 
II interested in making trips through 
wilderness during this summer or 
only going out for a weekend, call 
Ernest, 241-5334. Equipment can be 
purchased cheaply if necessary.

A Poetry Reading by
ESSAYS, THESES

PIONEER,
HALLMARK, DYNACO, SONY, 
PANASONIC, SCOTT, FISHER, 
SANSUI

K E N WOOD,

DAVID N. WEISSTUBresearched, compiled 

and typed by 
qualified professionals.

Professor of law, Osgoode Hall and published poet.
GAYS' DATING ASSOCIATION. 
Gay boys and gay girls, wide choice. 
Fully confidential. Call 536-7529, 3 
p.m -9 p.m. or write P.O. Box 1253, 
Station A, Toronto, Ontario.

HALLMARK SOUND OF CANADA 
19)2 Avenue Road 
781-2114 — 781-0157 

783-2582 633-3318 at 8 p.m.

186 St. GeorgeSunday, March 26250 Wilmington Ave. 

Apt. 3
Downsview, Ontario

STUDENT MOVERS: Light moving 
in Econoline van. Low rates ... local 
and long distance. 638-3203.

Coffee hour following.Bring your poems!

Admission Free
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•f^xRFees up, 
rally on 
Tuesday

The Ontario Treasury Board hands down its 
report Tuesday and the education budget 
guesswork can stop. University students 
across Toronto have planned a mass rally at 
Queen's Park at 1 p m to protest the changes 
in loans and tuition fees.

University of Toronto professor Phyllis 
Grosskurth said Monday Ontario Treasury 
Board documents recommend hikes in un
dergraduate tuition fees to $935 and $975 a 
year. The document also gives the loan 
ceiling as $1,000, she said.

Chuck Hanley of the Ontario Confederation 
of University Faculty Associations said 
Monday he couldn’t see a rise in tuition fees 
this year but that they would probably come 
next year.

Grosskurth said the recommendations 
came down from the Treasury Board to the 
Committee on University Affairs but were 
approved by the Cabinet in November as 
ways of cutting back on education costs.

CUA is an advisory board to the govern
ment. Grosskurth quit the committee in the 
fall saying they were not advising, only 
rubber-stamping Treasury Board decisions.

Another leak from government sources 
states that graduate fees will rise from $485 to 
$728 for next year. This is accompanied by 
cuts in graduate grants from $3.5 million to $3 
million.

The grad cut backs are part and parcel of 
other recommendations given to the Ontario 
Committee on Student Awards by the 
Treasury Board recently._________________
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library has become somewhat distorted. Photo by Lerrick 
Starr

Some people may be studying so hard in the library that they 
begin to think they're caged in, or at least their view of the

)Sept, election called but f 
ULSto impeach Theobald "

YORK BRIEFS
Senate rejects brief to Wright Com.

The Council of the York Student 
Federation president elect John its submission to the Wright Commission on grounds of its inadequacy.
Theobald announced yesterday that instead the senate told its delegates to protest the shortage of time given to
he will call for a new election in respond to the Wright Report and to demand another hearing. The York 
September. hearing was scheduled from 11 a m to 12 noon yesterday. Details were

He said this was in view of the unavailable at press time. Faculty objected to the York brief saying it didn’t
recent controversy over alleged explore and develop a sound critique of the report. Glendon economics
election irregularities. professor David McQueen objected to “the ineffable snottiness” in the tone

Although he called on the losers — 0f the brief. The senate’s representative on the Council of Ontario Univer-
Bryan Belfont of the United Left sities Howard Adelman, said the committee had set a May 4 meeting with
Slate, Phil Petrelli and Chuck Brand the Wright Commission and that York should meet with the commission just
to work with the new CYSF this before that. Adelman said he had information that it was not the corn-
summer, ULS campaign manager missioners but ex-chairman Doug Wright, now deputy minister of social
Ron Andrews said 619 names would development who was setting the commission dates
not be difficult to get to impeach 
Theobald as president.

The senate refused Tuesday to accept an administration written brief as

r
i

i

Film on U.S. deserters here
Andrews demanded how Theobald WCKT TV in Miami hopes to make a documentary on U.S. military 

could legitimately take office when deserters and draft dodgers in Canada next week. Any such people in- 
1,256 people had signed petitions for terested are invited to phone the secretary of the Council of the York Student 
a new election. Federation secretary by tomorrow. The reporter making the film is A.C.

Nesbitt.
9

Grad rep John MacCallum said no 
petition for election was legally 
binding but only a referendum was.

ULS spokesman Tony DeFelice 
said there was no way a three-man 
rump ( Theobald-Ma cCal lu m- 
Sinclair) could over rule CYSF 
president Michael Fletcher’s earlier 
decision to hold an election March 29 
and 30.

Bryan Belfont Hoppe settles with York securityJohn Theobald

ULS gets 
1,256 on 
petition

Carter Hoppe says he s settled most problems with York’s security after 
an incident March 15. He was physically held to the ground by campus cops 
Harry Larkin and Paul Brewer when he demanded to leave with his im
pounded car. Larkin and Brewer had reportedly done it for his own good 
because Hoppe was really drunk and angry that his car had been towed 
away for illegal parking. He refused to pay the $5 towing costs which he j 
termed as York’s “legal form of blackmail.” Safety and security director 
George Dunn later told Hoppe that when students refuse to pay the costs, the 
security police usually let them go. The cops also asked them to sign a 
statement that no damage has been done to the car. Hoppe has only one final 
step to finish — he owes York about $100 in parking tickets.

He felt the ULS had no choice but 
to impeach Theobald.

CYSF communications com- 1The United Left Slate got 1,256 
people to sign the petition calling for missioner Neil Sinclair said if there
a new Council of the York Student was going to be a new election then it
Federation election. York goes after 

non-union labor
should be a “good” one. And that 
was impossible this spring.

CYSF president Michael Fletcher He wants CYSF to set up a task 
told a crowd of about 100 at the force to look into election procedures
Central Square bearpit that “Those at York and the best way of 
1,200 or 1,600 people had damn well tabulating the Atkinson vote, 
turn out to vote.”

*

Phil Petrelli Non-union workers employed with cleaning firms at the minimum wage 
He felt CYSF would now per- may be used for maintenance in all new York buildings administration vice- 

manently set aside a fixed amount of president Bill Small said Tuesday.
the budget to properly run any York’s support staff system will also undergo an overhaul. The moves are ; 
elections. He said no election was all part of an austerity program brought on by government cutbacks in
going to cost under $1,000. university spending. York is tightening up across the board but the physical

plant and support staff will be hardest hit.
Small said York is about to put out tenders for cleaning firms and if the 

prices look good then a cleaning firm will take over the new business ad
ministration building.

Under its present contract with York, the Canadian Union of Public 
No quorum was present at Mon- Employees local 1356 cannot contest York’s move. Any strike action before

day’s meeting. However the decision the contract is up Dec. 31 would make the union liable for $1,000 a day and
was finalized by the CYSF executive every worker $500 a day. The contract only stipulates that cleaning firms

cannot go into buildings already operating.
In the support staff side of things the pooled secretarial service already in 

operation will find itself supplemented by an IBM system that corrects and 
types out reports at 790 words per minute. A steno pool with specialized 

of operation and contracts shorter than 12 months are other plans. As 
old staff resigns, new people will not be hired on to take their place.

Both CURE and York University Staff Association officials are alarmed 
by York's plans.

1
He later said he doubted that the 

turnout for the second election would 
be any higher than the first.

Both Fletcher and ULS 
presidential candidate Bryan 
Belfont blamed student apathy for election after Belfont had produced 
the poor turnout two weeks ago. the petition of 1,256 names calling 
About 2,000 people voted or roughly for a new election.
14 percent of the electorate.

Fletcher had agreed to a new

Fletcher said he had tried to 
create student interest by working to 
build up CYSF and promote student Tuesday, 
oriented activities such as Winter

Hr

Other interim solutions to the 
dilemma of the election results 

Belfont said students should be included a summer council of all
made aware of local political issues contenders and a new election in the
and that CYSF meetings should be fall. CYSF rejected this and said too
changed to 2 pm Thursday so that many new students would be just
students could attend more easily, coming into York at that time.

Carnival.

areas

Chuck Brand
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New elections at U of T in April-\

■
FA

New elections will be held April 4 and 5 at the University of Toronto for 
positions in the Students’ Administrative Council.

In a referendum last week, 2,600 voted to reopen nominations and reject 
the acclaimed Young Socialist Slate and 1,120 voted against. About 1,315 
voted for a spring election and 1,163 for one in the fall. Two thousand, three 
hundred and forty five voted in favor of abortion reform and 1,067 against. 
About 21,000 were eligible to vote in the elections.

■
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Colleges of education bulgingt-

The Althouse College Students Council of the University of Western 
Ontario has warned that unless students really want to teach, then don’t 
enter any college of education. In a statement to Canadian University Press 
papers, the councils state that the colleges are given a per capita grant to 
maintain their staff and are filling up to keep themselves in operation. The 
Ontario government is therefore spending huge amounts of money to train 
teachers that aren't needed, the council says. It notes that the employment 
picture is worse than last year with large boards of education such as 
Waterloo and Simcoe hiring few or none at all. Althouse is in a state of mass 
paranoia, the council says and then warns that teaching itself is no bed of 
roses even if you do get a job.

\
■

ROBIN MATHEWS TODAY AT 2 PM
Dexter. The teach-in is held by the York 85 
percent quota committee and deals with the 
struggle for Canadian culture and the alleged 
non-hiring of Canadian faculty in the Fine 
Arts department.

Nationalist Robin Mathews is speaking at 2 
pm today in Stedman Lecture Hall F. The co
author of The Struggle for Canadian 
Universities is joined by the people's poet 
Milton Acorn, the art critic and teacher Gail

Student lists refused at UBC
The director of the University of British Columbia’s School of Planning 

has refused to give the Planning Students’ Association lists of the school’s 
new applicants. The PSA wants to send out additional information to those 
concerned with MA program in planning and the PSA can be reached at : The 
School of Community and Regional Planning, UBC, Vancouver 8.

PQ launches financial campaignStaff meets today at 2 pm
Le Parti Québécois has launched a financial campaign with a goal of 

$300,000 in mind. National Assembly representative Claude Charron says the 
money will be used to set up new regional offices along with documentary 
information centres throughout Quebec. The PQ is the only Quebec party 
which discloses where all of its funds come and depends almost entirely on 
subscription fees and voluntary organizations. Contributions are now sent to 
the PQ, Permanence Nationale, 5675 Christophe Colomb, Montreal, P.Q.1Fed up with the lunchtime blues?

Come'n over to the Half Way House in 
historical Pioneer Village — Relax with a 
cool draught in a warm early-Canadian 
atmosphere.

Take off an hour or two. Who knows, you 
might even find half of your 2 o'clock lecture 
here?

*■
»

i

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - 11 30 to 4 30 pm TELEPHONE 636 47U

THE HALF WAY HOUSE TAVERN
BLACK CREEK PIONEER VILLAGE, STEELES AVENUE AT JANE STREET

WP

F
THE end of term bash. . •
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at the 'bush' I

P 1

Wednesday, March 29th onl
1

- Pub opens 8 p.m.

Cigarettes
and
Cigarette
Tobacco

Advance Tickets —$1.00 [members] 
Available in

The Green Bush tonite and in The 
Cock 'n Bull till Friday. A very 
limited number of seats will be held 
for those unable to purchase advance 
tickets.

MAINLINE FOR A BUCK!

Green Bush Inn
campus pub - open all summer

r. ,iii mi// i >
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"Will be one of the dirtiest in history''

Lawer claims plot to deport Pagan
His lawyers have now applied for a postponement of 

extradition proceedings by the Carleton county judge 
who will decide with written statements whether there’s 
enough evidence to have Hernandez sent back to stand 
trial.

Since the U.S. has made the extradition request, 
Hernandez’ lawyers feel that if his case is defeated, 
Hernandez would be placed in chains and sent on a flight 
to Puerto Rico. If the extradition warrant is refused, 
Hernandez could be deported to Chile or Cuba which say 
they would accept him.

Maldonado told the York students that it’s not Her
nandez himself that the U.S. in Puerto Rico want, but 
rather the ideas he represents.

Hernandez is accused of killing a police officer at a riot 
at the University of Puerto Rico March 11 last year. Two 
police officers and an ROTC cadet were also killed.

Maldonado is known for his defence of radicals and 
political prisoners in Puerto Rico. He testified at the 
Hernandez' hearing that he was beaten by police at their 
station when he tried to reach students arrested in the 
March riots. The beating resulted in a fractured spine, 
two skull fractures and multiple contusions.

He was secretly moved among apartments of friends 
to keep him hidden from hostile police, right wing agents 
or even right wing doctors. (See pages 10 and 11).

By ANDY MICHALSKI
The lawyer for Puerto Rican Independentist Hum

berto Pagan Hernandez, Roberto Maldonado told a 
small group of students Thursday that there was a U.S. - 
Canadian plot to deport Hernandez back to Puerto Rico 
where he may face death.

Maldonado charged that “If this is allowed to go on, 
then this will be one of the dirtiest plots in International 
history.”

Just before a three-man appeal board hearing would 
deliver its judgment on Monday, an extradition hearing 
was called for Monday by the U.S. under the terms of the 
U.S. - Canadian treaty.

Maldonado explained that under Canada’s im
migration laws, Hernandez could never be deported 
unless it could be proven he was under no danger. At the 
proceedings so far, witnesses such as the RomanCatholic 
arch-bishop of Peurto Rico Antulio Bonilla-Parilla said 
Hernandez would face certain death from either the 
police or right-wing vigilante squads.

One witness the crown brought in was a Peurto Rican 
attorney (also a noted law professor) but he was never 
called to the witness box. Maldonado said this was 
because the attorney would admit that the law applied to 
everyone except Hernandez.
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Versafood faced with large deficit 
of $69,000 in next year’s budget

*i

!

difference in services and at
tractions.

A recent report by Kirk speculated 
on the conversion of residences into 
small apartments and the provision 
of large kitchens on varying floors. 
A close watch is out on the Glendon 
proposal to install kitchens in D and 
E wings of Hilliard Residence. 
However, the Glendon plan forces 
residents to accept a 10 meal plan 
plus kitchen fees. The final cost 
works out to be $15 more per year 
than the 19 meal plan. That extra 
cost does not include costs for food to 
be prepared in the kitchens. Glendon 
residents want a no meal plan to 
accompany the kitchen proposal and 
are rejecting the Versafood 
proposal.

counter-snack meal. The snackBy HARRY STINSON 
Versafood’s planned $20,000 profit prices help subsidize pay for the 140 

lor this year has been cut to $10,000 Versafood employees, 
with the 20 percent instead of the 
usual 12 percent vacancy rate in 
residences.

fit

ATwenty-one and 19 meal plans 
offer a 22 percent discount, with 15 
and 10 percent on the 14 and 10 meal 
plans. Versafood makes this up in a 
missed meals factor. Introducing 
more subsistence level plans might 
reduce this factor, Versafood says.

Versafood is now faced with a 
$69,000 deficit in next year’s 
$2,000,000 budget which is absorbed 
by York after Versafood gets its 
management fee of about five 
percent. With an eight month lease on a 

nearby townhouse, students 
Ancillary services assistant calculate that three people can enjoy

director Charles Kirk offered last better accommodation and feed
Wednesday a new 10 meal per week themselves for $900 compared with
plan at $385 per year to the food $1200 residence fees. York is
services committee but he says he challenged to make up the $300
hopes it won't catch on because it 

less profit with ad
ministration costs the same on all 
plans. Students free to pick 10 out of 
any 21 meals would create a more 
unpredictable volume of turnover.
The 21 meal per week plan is $525 
per year <$16.94 per week), the 19 
meal plan. $480 ($16.45 per week) 
and the 14 meal plan, $480 < $15.48 per 
week).

f
>\
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to 15 centsCoffee rises 
Versa will make $23,000 Humberto Pagan's lawyer Roberto Maldonado. 

Photo by Lerrick Starr
contract, York sets Versafood 
policy, bears the debts, or reaps the 
profits.

Although the price of coffee 
remains constant, Versafood points 
to rising cream and sugar prices 
coupled with overhead wage 
squeezes. They claim it costs seven 
and a half cents to turn out a 10 cent 
product. This is inconsistent with 
their cost proportion policies, they 
said.

Coffee will cost 15 cents a cup 
beginning May 1. Ancillary services 
assistant director Charles Kirk 
made the announcement last 
Wednesday in the food services 
committee meeting. He says the 
move would cause an immediate 
increase in student coffee shop 
business and increase Versafood 
revenues by $23,000.

He said he expects the protest to 
subside with the York’s population 
increase. No reactions on the scale 
of last year’s 15 cent coffee boycott 
are expected. Last year, Council of 
the York Student Federation 
blocked the move by setting up a 10 
cent coffee booth outside the Central 
Square coffee shop.

By the terms of the Versafood

BY TRUE KNOWLEDGE
of the following three subjects, humanity will achieve Peace and 
Brotherhood in the world ; not by force:York maintains a $50,000 back-up 

fund but Versafood fears shortages 
on the monthly cash balance when it 
comes time to cover food orders 
worth more than this cushion.

1. God Idea
2. Karmic-Recording Law
3. Reincarnation

My 72-page book will explain the wisdom of these three subjects. 
For your free copy write to:

Versafood director Ed James said 
the 10 meal plan would not get 
seconds. He estimates that York day 
students are making off with $20,000 
of illicit second helpings and side 
orders every year.

A student committee member said 
the equivalent figure for student 
coffee shops is closer to five and a 
half cents per cup.

Y. George 
52 St. Patrick St. 
Toronto 133. Ont.

Several other universities have 
experimented with the 10 meal plan 
and all-cash set-ups. According to 
Versafood and York administrators, 
too many problems result from this 
plan York would have to start from 
scratch if such flexibility was to 
work, Versafood says.

MICHAEL
SEMAKAGYUDeadline for
ITALY 1971

ART GALLERY OF YORK UNIVERSITY
letter inDay students are already offered a 

$360 seven meal per week scheme. If 
resident students were to sign up for 
the 10 meal plan and make their own 
lunches,
members estimated the savings to 
be $95.

To April 9SUN 2-5MON FRI 11-5ROSS N145

committeestudent
last issue à HEAD I WÆ

1 QUARTERS
■ FOR YORK JACKETS 

lzK/WlM?0Z0 CLOTHES\ |H

■ 401 Yonge Street ^^KS169|
Ml! 368-772»
H STOCK ON FLOOR BvjlV]BÜ

SKIS
Boots, Skis, Clothing 

CLEARANCE!

wholetheUnderlying 
predicament is a groundswell ol 
discontent among residents over the 
cost ol campus living Many vow 
they will return only as a last resort 
if food plan costs and board fees do 
not drop.

is Monday

</> Daily till 9:00 p.m., Sat. till 6:30 p.m

2 pm 1201 BLOOR ST. W. 
WEST OF DUFFERIN 

532-4267
ate OSCARS

ski a sports
An average 83 cent meal available 

under the plan represents better 
nutritional and monetary value 
compared with the average 75 cent
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Everything secret degeneretes: nothing 
is safe that does not show it can bear 
discussion and publicity — Lord Acton

controlled circulation : 12,000

175 and YorkSocial Science
Rhodesian committee looking into 
“discrimination” there.

The faculty — like racist whites — are 
afraid of criticism. They are gutless 
liberals who hide behind complex 
rationalizations that fool no one but 
themselves and their pawns.

The Soc. Sci. dilemma will be here 
again next year and the next. Like 
York’s perennial financial problems, the 
annual event will be based on the same 
premises. The only winners are the 
paper faculty that hang onto their 
degrees as tokens of their own esteem — 
which in reality, is quite bankrupt.

are notorious throughout York. Not that 
Ridpath could change a department, 
mind you, but he’s certainly cracked its 
confidence.

Hill’s answer that nobody is being 
forced out is another liberal bullshit 
move. Now tell me, professor David 
Shugarman doesn’t cut short a Tuesday 
Soc. Sci. 175 lecture for J. Hutcheson to 
give a 20-minute spiel on how Soc. Sci. 
isn’t really trying to give Ridpath the 
boot, just for nothing?

If it’s anything that angry Soc. Sci. 
students did yesterday in visiting York 
president David Slater, it was prove 
there’s a need for an ombudsman to

ensure students get a fair shake in deals 
with faculty slackards. Going to the 
president of York with a complaint about 
professors is like going to the president 
of General Motors about a car defect: 
you get lots of nice words but no action.

York’s faculty are paper people, hung 
up on paper degrees like crooks on good 
counterfeit money. Their social value is 
limited and definitely worthless to any 
student. Their actions are best por
trayed by the fact they defeated a senate 
motion to place a token student on the 
tenure and promotions committee to 
help judge a faculty’s teaching ability. 
It’s all very much like an all-white

Once again Social Science is in the 
news. It happens just about every 
spring. When we asked former chairman 
David Hoffman to comment about the 
complaints, he refused. It’s not much 
wonder.

The Council of the York Student 
Federation counter-calendar course 
rating put Social Science at 2.9 (1 being 
excellent and 5 poor). That’s not very 
good when you consider that every 
student has to take one of those courses.

Soc. Sci. 175 has a 2.9 course rating — 
so it’s about average. Compared to Soc. 
Sci. 176 at 4.0, it does rather well. The 
course director John Ridpath gave an 
honest evaluation when he said the 
course had a major problem of faculty 
team cooperation and coordination.

In a more comprehensive look at Soc. 
Sci. 175, 63.8 percent listed Ridpath as 
good to excellent in delivering lectures 
and 75.8 percent listed him good to ex
cellent in running tutorials. This was far 
and above what any other member 
within Soc. Sci. 175 could muster.

But the course has been dropped since 
a departmental committee decided to 
drop the course. Soc. Sci. chairman Mel 
Hill refused to give a copy of the com
mittee’s report even though the in
formation used was technically public 
and all meetings public. Putting it 
mildly, something fishy is going on. It’s 
called departmental politics or who can I 
get rid of with the least bit of shit hitting 
the fan.

John Ridpath is a threat to the Soc. 
Sci. department. He’s a good teacher but 
he’s vulnerable because he doesn’t have 
a list of paper degrees.behind him. It’s 
the old pseudo liberal trick of saying 
“We like you John but you just don’t 
have the qualifications.”

Politics has a lot to do with Soc. Sci. 
The complaints that surround it every 
year over the quality of teaching there
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Mass rally on 
Tuesday at 

Queen’s Park 
to protest 

awards program 
and fee hike

Wright report response
home is so perfect that students have no 
problems with the same criticisms 
levelled here.

And finally, York is so liberal again 
when it says, “The commission seriously 
over-estimates the proportion of costs in 
post-secondary education now paid by 
the taxpayer because it neglects many 
private costs that now exist.”

Well that’s quite true but then the 
taxpayer now pays 87 percent of the 
costs and the other 13 percent is pretty 
well paid by the student. They want to 
keep mixed financing. York doesn’t call 
for free tuition. That would be “too 
radical”. Besides, York couldn’t keep an 
elitist liberal image. Too bad.

and that is important and worthwhile for 
both the individuals and for the society.”

Very nice rhetoric. And their concept 
of all this? —

“The reality is that the university is 
there for higher education and many 
students are there for just more 
education.”

They’re quite right. Faculty aren’t 
normal. Nobody normal could come up 
with a statement like that.

“An institution which must preserve, 
create and criticize to be effective, 
cannot endure being fettered by 
bureaucracy and rigid controls.”

We agree. But that really sounds so 
self-righteous — like the one here at

Yesterday it was time for York to 
make its position known on the om
nipotent Wright report. On Tuesday, its 
senate showed its better side by rejec
ting a report compiled by administrative 
studies dean James Gillies and written 
by administrator T.K. Olson.

So far then, York’s only submissions 
come from political science professor 

v Naiomi Rosenbaum for the Ontario 
* Committee on the Status of Women and 

professors Esther Greenglass and Jo- 
Anne Stuckey.

York’s official brief was quite 
something to read. A few excerpts will 
show just how bad it was:

“Normal people do not wish to spend 
most of their lives reading books and 
getting involved iu long,, esoteric 
discussions and abstract ideas about 
theories and basic research. University 
professors do — and they prefer to be 
around students who share some of these 
characteristics and enthusiasms. Most 
of the undergraduate students do not.
The result is that the professors would 
prefer to have most of their students at 
some other institution than their own.”

Ivory tower elitism anyone? Here’s 
some more:

“Universities are places for in
tellectually and creatively gifted people- Our criticisms arç two: first, some

Mass rally - Tuesday, 1 p.m. Queen’s 
Park — to protest changes in the Ontario 
Student Awards Program and higher 
tuition fees.

• Loan ceiling of $1,000 — this means 
the first $1,000 is a loan.

• $500,000 in graduate grants — where 
will the teachers come from?

• No part-time student loan scheme — 
if you can’t get a job, and don’t have the 
money to come to university, you cannot 
get a loan.

• $30 a week for room and board — 
residence at York is $40 a week.

• Plus:- Proposed tuition fees for 
undergrads $935 - $975. Proposed tuition 
fees for grads $728.

»r*
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Counter calendar
courses were left out ; and second, the 
organizers could have solicited more 
advertising to cut down the costs of the 
book to CYSF.

The counter calendar is finally out.
Council of the York Student 

Federation has produced a basically 
good document for students to follow. 
With early pre-registration this year, it 
gives an accurate picture of what 
courses are all about.

But all round 
achievement which CYSF can hang its 
shattered hat on.

it’s one solid It’s your education demonstrate 
your concern.
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krBy JOE POLONSKY
Pebbles Levson was a moderately pretty but very bright Marxist. Her 

boyfriend Irpple Tomine was a reasonably handsome, trifle pimply, but very 
calm mystic. Oh, how they argued. Over breakfast, over dinner, liberation 
strategies would be vehemently discussed.

Pebbles would say, “I’m for the Weathermen.”
Irpple would rebut, “I’m for the elements.”
Pebbles would add, “I’m for the Chicago Seven.”
Irpple would respond, “I’d prefer the seven steps of the Apocalypse."
In dismay Pebbles would scream out, “Tear down all high rise development.”
Irpple would just smile and add “There are different orders of high rise 

development.”
Suddenly the phone rang. Both Pebbles and Irpple ran to answer it. If there 

was one thing they agreed upon, it was electricity. Irpple got the phone first. 
Rather than in typical waspish fashion answer the phone with a typical Anglo 
Saxon hello Irpple said “Which M are you for.” (What Irpple had in mind of 
course was what side of the liberation coin was the person on the other end of the 
line for? Marxism or mysticism).

The voice on the other end of the line responded, “Money, Man, that’s where 
it’s at.” Another M had intruded into Pebbles’ and Irpple’s world. You see the guy 
on the other end of the line was their friend Noah who was this starving jazz 
musician downtown who had to play in all these awful bar gigs to make enough 
bread to support himself so that he could practise his jazz.

Paul continued, “Listen Irpple I’ve got to tell you about this insane gig I did 
last weekend. There were all these show-biz types there and you’d think that 
show-biz types in 1972 would be cool and hip, but they are not cool and hip rather 
they are all egomaniacs! And not only were they egomaniacs but they were 
always on, always witty, always singing, always dancing. Furthermore they 

always being decadent. Drinking, smoking, orgying. I tell you what with 
just being a normal hippie like myself, I was totally freaked out.”

Irpple was beginning to bite his fingernail.
Paul continued, “Nihilistic decadence man, that’s where it’s at for all those 

cats. All I want is money, man, so I can play my jazz and not go through that 
every week.1*

Irpple told Noah he was busy and could not talk anymore and would phone him

“Irpple,” Pebbles asked somewhat bewildered by the change in her mate’s 
complexion. “What’s the matter? What side of the coin did Noah pick? Is he for 
history or against it?”

“Most of the Goddamn people are just too damn unrefined to make any sort of
revolution!” Irpple shouted. . , , ...

This threw Pebbles back a little. In all the circles in which she travelled, 
revolution was always a polite piece of conversation. Just the other night she and 
a friend had discussed the revolutionary potential of Blake’s poetry and Picasso’s
painting. , , J

“Why can’t people be more couth?” Irpple pleaded.
This threw Pebbles back a little further. Karl Marx had always seemed very 

couth to her. And wasn’t Mao a poet?
The phone rang again. Both of them were by now in a confused state but their 

opinions on electricity had still remained positive. They both dashed for the 
phone and once again Irpple beat her.

This time Irpple didn’t dare ask the big query. “Hello,” he timidly said.
The voice responded, “Boy you are one of the most bourgeois phone answerers 

I know. Always taking the normal path, eh, buddy boy.”
Poor Irpple. The voice was his art history prof, and the only cosmic Leninist
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COMIX !
I checked the next 
car. Again, no enginet 
It was clear to me: 
The tack of parkina 
ms a sinister plot'.' 
I hailed a policeman. 
We could now expose 
the whole thing.Then...

Then I noticed that 
the same cars were 
always parked in the 
same spaces! I stopped 
my car and went over 
to one of the parked 
autos. L opened the . 
hood.IT MAP NO ENGINE!

For the entire dau I 
circled the same Four 
blocks,but no place 
to park! The next day 
I tried again. Same 
result! Every day, For 
six months, I went 
round and round”

^0|>f Zeush/Jhata mcjht-

YTook a little was downtown in a 
groggy this modern city. I was 
morning, driving an automo- 
Gort. bile,seeking a 

parking space

The cop gave 
me a ticket 
For double- 

parking.

ties?
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*£on campus. .. . „
“Listen Irp., do you and the little woman want to come down to city hall 

tonight to lend support to Sewell’s motion of replacing Beaujelais at city council 
dinners with Bright’s ’79, the people’s wine? Then afterwards, I thought we could 

to my place, listen to a bit of music, have a bit of sherry and do a bit of

û|aC/iï? CX

r
come 
yoga.’*

Irpple informed Pebbles of his prof’s invitation to a bit of radical activity.
“Oh Irpple, I just don’t have the time for any of that, I have my 20-pager on 

Rousseau and the French Revolution.”
“You’re right Pebbles. I have my collage to do on spiritualism in Nazi Ger

many.”
Irpple went back to the phone. “I’m sorry but we’ll have to call a raine heck. 

It’s that time of year you know”.
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a( 1* GOOD EATS *
Egyptian cuisine has not quite become an in foreign food among Torontonians.

But the day may not be far off, if the graciously dedicated owners of the Stone
Cottage Inn have their way and keep up their standards.

Loaded in a picturesque stone cottage, it is a good-sized former steak hosue 
that has been gradually and patiently converted over the last five and a half 
months. It is licensed, but they’d rather concentrate on the food, which in my 
view, is a welcome and laudable change. ,,.

But the food, you say, what about that food. First, starbe yourself for a day.
The key at The Stone Cottage Inn is not to try and bluff your way through it. Put 
yourself in the waiter’s hands. They know what they’re talking about and will set 
you up with a delicious and typical meal.

Because we arrived at an off period, the Gourmet was recommended. I his 
consists of a sampling of just about everything, and you are at the mercy of the 
chef and waiter as to exactly what that means that night.

The appetizers started the meal on a perplexing note: The French onion soup, 
cheese topping, lacked the traditional gooey ness, though the soup itself was 
marvellous. The comprehensive salad had carrots, lettuce, pickles, onions, 
olives, chick peas, and tomato with an oil dressing. But then we get down to 
business. The hot, garlic bread, topped with sesame and featuring the occasional 
uneven concentration of salt, was accompanied by four dips: chumus (ground 
chick peas, garlic, and lemon, a yogart and cucumber concoction, Taheena, 
purportedly untranslatable but good, and Fata (fantastic, orangey goat s milk 
cheese dip).

Meanwhile a hot eggplant and zucchini mixture was being ladled onto our 
side plates It was followed by two Dolma-rice and ground beef rolled in a grape 
wine leaf, and some kubba, dense cakes of cracked wheat, with a tasty centre of
pine seeds and fine ground beef. . ,

The main course was a mixed grill type shish-kebab, grilled beef and onion, 
lamb chops, and Kofta, an Egyptian ‘hamburg’ of lamb and ground beef were 
among the items piled on the plates. They came with a pilaff of the most 
deliciously seasoned and prepared rice — ask for more, and you’ll get it. To round 
it all off, a mound of okra (a middle eastern vegetable) in a thick and mouth
watering sauce of tomato, onion, garlic and indescribably tender beef.

For dessert ( though you may be feeling somewhat full by now) try the 
Bacclava, a delicate pastry with a sugary-almond centre, or Mish-mish, a nut- 
crowned apricot custard creation which bears a deceiving resemblance to an 
apricot baby food sundae.

In brief, the food here is abundant, delicious, fascinating, and filling. 1 he 
spicing is artful, but should you want things a little hotter, just mention it at the 
outset and then order the Omar Khayam Special. Though the service is at times a 
trifle overwhelmingly too fast as you helplessly watch the courses pile up 
around you, the staff is super-friendly, helpful and obliging. Plans are afoot for 
take-euPfaeibties-,-but- until-then; -the-trek out to far-off Kingston Road »nd ••• 
Eglinton is well worth the trouble.

“Let’s facetT-he likes Walter Cronkite 
better than me. . .
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McGill students organize to 
protest council—paper conflictSTUDENTS WITH OFFICE EXPERIENCE

REGISTER NOW
Sociology professor Marlene that "The process of dissolution of 

at McGill University are organizing Dixon who supported Ahmad’s the McGill community is being 
to oppose student council’s decision candidacy described a meeting that perpetrated by people with an in
to reject the unanimous choice of she and other faculty had had terest in destroying this community, 
this year’s McGill Daily staff for earlier with Zinner, “at which he The role of the Daily editor next year

made it clear that he supported will be to restore some kind of 
In a five-hour marathon session Denton and wanted the Daily to ‘help belonging to this place.”

A student at the organizational 
Students’ Society from falling meeting said, “We played by their

rules and we lost. It’s been useful 
Earlier Denton had told council because now we know the enemy.”

MONTREAL (CUPI) — Students
for summer or parttime employment

For appointment call:

DOT PERSONNEL SERVICES
CENTRAL

editor of next year’s paper.
DON MILLSWEST

March 15, council elected law him fulfill his mission of keeping the 
student Timothy Denton over the 
Daily’s choice Nesar Ahmad by a apart .” 
one-vote margin in the second of two 
secret ballots.

20 Overlea Blvd. 
425-9342

30 Bloor St. W. 
923-9801

3313A Bloor St. W. 
236-1133

Earlier the council had passed a 
14-point “contract” laying down 
rules by which next year’s Daily 
editor must abide. Student Society 
president Gabor Zinner who had 
drafted the document, defended it to 
the meeting.

Claiming that his remarks were 
not meant to prejudice the council student newspaper at the University 
against the Daily’s choice for editor, of Alberta The Gateway will be
Zinner launched into a detailed represented on the commission
criticism of this year’s Daily saying investigating the method for 
that it had neglected the coverage of selection of its editor, 
campus events and had promoted a 
“monolithic” political position.

Ahmad voiced the concern that 
“certain ethics in journalism are 
involved here, such as the right of 
any newspaper to autonomy.”

Gateway represented 
on editor investigation

A \0 The should be made to balance it.

Gateway editor Bob Beal said, 
“We are faced with a dispute bet
ween the newspaper and the student 
council and it is necessary that 
either both sides be represented or 
neither be represented on any body 
formed to solve the dispute.”

Council passed the motion 
unamended.

EDMONTON (CUP)

At a U of A student council 
meeting on March 6 Council agreed 
to place two members of the 
Gateway staff on the commission.

Engineering rep Howard 
Christenson who made the motion The commission was created to 
explained that since two people who look into the method of appointment 
had voted in favor of the personnel of future Gateway editors and the 
board's choice of editor had been put last dispute of a Gateway editor who 
on the commission, some attempt had no support among the staff.

Export a
CANADA'S FINEST CIGARETTE However Denton — who has no 

newspaper experience — came out 
strongly in favor of the contract.

After four hours of heated debate 
including an unsuccessful attempt to 
reject both candidates and re-open 
applications for the editorship, a 
motion for the ratification of Ahmad 
was proposed. A motion to vote by 
secret ballot was passed.

The first ballot ended in a tie, the 
second gave Denton an 8 to 7 vote.

The students in the audience then 
shouted for an open vote but were 
ignored by council. The meeting was 
hastily adjourned after a call came 
from the audience to convene a 
meeting of those wishing a “free and 
open Daily.” About 125 people 
gathered in an adjoining room and 
began planning resistance to the 
council decision.

At this meeting Ahmad called for 
all students to mobilize support for a 
free and open Daily and charged 
that the council meeting was 
characterized by “red-baiting.”

1
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NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS slrwH (

1

The last issue of Excalibur this term will be 
March 30th. Deadline for advertising: Monday, 
March 27th, 5:00 pm. The first issue of Excalibur 
next term will be September 14th, 1972.
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304 -504 StationwagonsSTEREO
TAPE

RECORDERS
T■

■ A big little package ■ Four doors 
of roominess and 
comfort
■ Four-wheel inde
pendent suspension
■ Rack and pinion 
steering

(Social Insurance Number)

Have you got yours?
You'll need it when you get a job 

Contact your local
Unemployment Insurance Office right now 

for further information

A
STEREO
RECORD
PLAYERS

■ Front disc brakes

L ■ Michelin radial tires
■ 30 miles-per-gallon
■ Four-on-the-floor 
sportiness and Automatics

OVERSEAS DELIVERY AVAILABLE
41 EDDYSTONE ROAD

S 698-2589
DANFORTH 

TYPEWRITER
2940 DANFORTH AVE. 

FREE DEUVERY

THESES AND 
ESSAYS TYPED 
CALL 261-9218

Assurance-
chômage
Canada

Unemployment
Insurance
Canada19 RAYMONDS OFF JANE ST. SOUTH OF FINCH AVE

european car service ltd. TELEPHONE 743-6845
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All letters should be addressed to the Editor and sent to 
Excalibur, Central Square, Ross Building, York University, 
Downsview, Ontario. Excalibur reserves the right to edit all 
letters more than 500 words long. Unsigned letters are the 
responsibility of the editors. All letters will be published 
however due to space limitations letters may not be 
published the week they are received.

Letters to the Editor
York’s Soc. Sci. has no 
regard for student opinion

We are very much concerned about the fact 
that York’s Social Science department has a 
complete lack of regard for student opinion. 
Not only are students subject to a monopoly 
educational system but they are not even 
given the opportunity to evaluate the faculty 
and methods of the system.

This fact has come to our attention through 
an incident which occurred in Social Science 
175. Apparently it was decided very early in 
the school year that Soc. Sci. 175 would be 
dropped from the curriculum and course 
director John B. Ridpath would not be kept on 
the staff. The real reasons for this incident 
and the persons responsible for these 
decisions have remained elusive.

Ridpath was told the reasons for these 
decisions were:

(i) the course concept was too general and 
the students could not relate to it;

(ii) he, as a teacher, was not considered to 
be competent enough to be kept on the staff.

However, the facts have proven to be to the 
contrary. Last year, a course survey was 
taken and the results showed that generally 
the students liked the course and specifically, 
they thought that Ridpath was an excellent 
teacher. Another survey was conducted by 
some of the students in Soc. Sci. 175 this year 
and the results were that:

(i) more than 50 percent of the students in 
the course thought that it had good to ex
cellent potential;

(ii) Ridpath was rated as the best lecturer 
in the course (one of the other lecturers, who 
is being kept on the staff, received a very bad 
rating;

(iii) in his tutorial sessions, Ridpath 
received an evaluation of excellent in more 
than 50 percent of the criteria suggested and 
good in another 20 percent, giving him a total 
rating of 70 percent good to excellent (no 
other tutorial representative received more 
than 35 percent excellent, plus another 15 
percent to 20 percent good).

The only conclusion that can be drawn from 
this disgraceful attitude on the part of the Soc.
Sci. is that there are other motives or criteria 
for these decisions which are being withheld.
It is obvious that student opinion has not been 
taken into consideration in this matter.

This kind of injustice is disgusting in any 
field of activity and is inexcusable from an 
institution of higher learning which claims to 
be a hallmark of knowledge and truth. York is 
definitely defeating its purposes by dropping 
Soc. Sci. 175 from the curriculum (and by not 
keeping Ridpath on the Soc. Sci. staff). We 
hope that this letter may serve to enlighten Professor David Shugarman's Soc. Sci. 
other students of the problem and will en- 175 class was cut short 20 minutes on 
courage effective action in regard to the Tuesday so that Professor J. Hutcheson 
issue.

!
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could explain why the course was being 
dropped. Photo by Lerrick Starr

Susan Heyes 
Natalie Orenezuk 

Brenda Engelhardt
Soc. Sci. 175

number of serious questions Why were those 
promises not kept? Why has there been no 
public discussion of various alternative sites? 
Why was Pickering, an area of excellent 
farmland, cohesive communities and historic 
buildings, chosen over all other sites?

There are more questions raised by this 
rather strange way of doing things. Does 
Toronto really need another airport at all? If 
so, where are the reasons? Again, no answer 
from government (although since the public 
uproar in the Pickering area, federal tran
sport minister Don Jamieson has promised to 
give details for the reason behind this choice ). 
Where is the projected increase in air traffic 
to come from? Isn’t it reasonable to suppose 
that it will indeed increase if a whole new 
airport is built? What about alternative 
modes of transport, high-speed trains, for 
instance, for the Toronto-Montreal run that I 
comprises a large proportion of the flights 
leaving Malton? j

And what will happen to Montreal’s new 
second-largest-in-the-world airport, St. 
Scholastique, if this one is built? If St. 
Scholastique is already going ahead, why 
does Canada need yet another international 
airport of a size equal to that new being built , 
in Montreal? ,

consequently I will have no studio art mark. 
Studio art is my major. If anything, those 
prints are priceless for the worth of that 
mark.

I have neither the time, nor the money, nor 
the heart to do it all over again. Please, if you 
have any sense of humanity in you, please put 

pressure. those prints back from where they were
(3) Unlocked ballot box opened, to facilitate taken. I beg you to return them. I ask no more

entering of ballots. and add this one warning: if the prints aren’t
(4) Polling employee is alleged good friend returned by the Friday after this publication

of Theobald. appears, 1 will consider them stolen and
(5) No attempt made to determine validity proceed to take serious action, 

of College affiliation.
(6) Very poor poll supervision.
I found the way this election was run very

unsatisfactory.

!

Upset over last weeks 
CYSF edit

(3) John Theobald was present at poll and 
watched each voter .... I call this indirect )

I am writing in regard to the statement in 
your editorial of March 16, 1972, page 6, ‘‘The 
five CYSF members — Michael Fletcher, 
John MacCallum, Bev Fink, Neil Sinclair 
and Dennis Lee had already made up their 
minds before the meeting had begun. They 
wanted no new election. They wanted no 
United Left Slate heading the CYSF’’.

This is simply untrue. First of all, I voted 
for the United Left Slate’s Bryan Belfont in 
the election. I wanted him to win. Your 
statement ‘‘They wanted no United Left Slate 
heading the CYSF” is therefore not only 
ludicrous but unresearched (thanks for

j

II
Rhonda Svarlck

Fine Arts. ;
,

Dave Boyer, 
Stong.

.Ukrainian students want 
language taught here

York students have become involved in 
introducing Ukrainian language courses into 
the language and linguistics department. A 
petition of 54 signatures was presented to the 
faculty of arts dean, John Saywell. This 
petition expressed the desire of York students 
to establish and enrol in a Ukrainian language 
course in the next academic year 72-73.

Presently there are about 80,000 Canadians 
of Ukrainian descent in the Toronto area and 
surrounding suburbs. Many of these young 
people arrive at York only to discover that 
Ukrainian language courses are not offered. 
Recently action has been taken in several 
Toronto highschools to implement Ukrainian 
language studies. The result has been that 
four Toronto highschools will commence 
teaching Ukrainian this coming fall. York 
students have recognized this need for 
Ukrainian language in the curriculum. The 
Ukrainian Canadian Association of York have 
sought student and faculty support and 
produced a petition of 250 names endorsing 
their support on this request.

The principle of this issue lies with the 
manner and effectiveness the administration 
exhibits in handling such a matter. This issue 
pertains to the question of to what extent York 
administration is receptive to student 
requests. As yet it is not known for sure 
whether the Ukrainian language courses will 
be passed. The onus rests with Saywell to 
meet the requests of the student body.

Natalie Orenezuk, 
UCSA Rep.

Would the si/kscreen 
thief return the goods?

This is my plea to the person who removed 
my work, about 15 poster-sized, silkscreen 
prints of three dancing figures and some 
other prints that a friend of mine did, that 
were mine also, from the room S167 in Ross 
where I was working on them. I would ap
preciate very much if you would return the 
prints, my prints and the prints of Toller’s 
that were with mine.

To you those prints mean nothing, an at
tractive design or a fast buck, if you are that 
type; but to me those prints mean everything. 
You obviously are not an artist. You would 
have never taken my work if. you were. You 
would have understood the great attachment 
an artist has for anything he creates. You 
would have seen the great amount of work 
and care I put into printing them and realized 
how much they meant to me.

I developed them from a mere sketch, 
carefully prepared the screen, laboriously 
worked on printing them, putting up with the 
frustrations of the printing process, ex
perimenting, changing, altering, always 
striving to attain the desired effect that I had 
in the back of my mind, waiting painfully and 
patiently to see it come out on paper.

After an average five to six hours printing 
session on them, I would trudge home 
physically and totally exhausted. Finally 
after over a month of working on them, I 
finished them March 14 and discovered them 
gone on Thursday.

It was nice of you to wait until I had finished 
them before you took them. It makes it only 
harder for me to bear. I had a brief chance to 
see my efforts completed; to realize my 
mistakes and start developing ideas for 
improvement on certain prints ; to be relieved 
that finally all my hard work on them was at 
an end for a time, until I started again to 
develop a certain print further ; to be pleased 
that my inspirations worked out to meet my 
hopes and to be optimistic for the prints that 
had failed; to be proud and happy with my 
work and be able to say, ‘Here, this is what I 
can do’.

By taking those prints, you have taken all 
this away from me. I am left with absolutely 
nothing. I’m depressed as hell about it too. I 
have nothing to show for all those hours of 
work and frustration. I have nqthiM to show 
to my art professors as wefk fbr this teh»>

asking me).
I voted for NO new election for a variety of 

reasons. First there are no election rules (or 
no one seems able to find them) so how are 
there irregularities? Don’t irregularities 
arise out of regularities? Second, there was as 
much bullshit in last year’s election as this 
year's, the only difference is that this present 
year’s was more blatant.

But these are not the major reasons for my 
voting to veto a new election. I did not feel we 
had time in this academic year for a new 
election. Granted we could have put CYSF 
into a receivership (into the hands of the 
colleges) for the summer. Considering the 
fact that I am in favor of a central govern
ment with a faculty system, I could not give 
the colleges added power.

Also I felt that if there was a new election, 
Stong and College G would pull out. Calumet 
is already out. This would make a totally 
College Complex One, CYSF. I had known 
when I voted for Belfont that his anti-college 
attitude would probably result in a few 
colleges withdrawing. The question now 
became one of how many colleges could with
draw before CYSF would collapse. After 
working for CYSF for an entire year, I could 
not turn around now and crucify it, either at 
the hands of the colleges or by withdrawals. 
So, Andy Michalski, your editorial was up to 
its usual standard of audacity. I phoned you 
after I saw your article to complain. You told 
me it was on your editorial page and there 
was nothing l could do short of sending a 
letter. I don’t care what page it was on and I 
don’t particularly want to sue you (even if I 
could ).

The damage is done. It would appear to me 
that no matter where in the paper an item 
appears that it is up to Excalibur to print as 
near to the truth as possible. If not, what does 
this campus need you for? There are enough 
gossip and scandal sheets in the world 
already.

There are more questions about the , 
unexplained workings of government on this 
issue. If, according to the Toronto-centered | 
Region plan, the Pickering area was zoned 
agricultural, why is an airport being put 
there? Why is the plan being reversed to i 
include not only an airport but a new town, to 
be called Cedarwood, of 200,000 for which an . 
additional 25,000 acres are to be ex
propriated? What will happen to the greenbelt 
which is supposed to be kept between Steeles 
Ave. and Highway 7, when the connecting line 
between Malton and Pickering airports is - 
built? What about other access routes which 
will have to be built to the new town and 
airport?

j

In view of these rather important questions, 
to which there is no satisfactory answer, and 
in view of the widespread resistance to the 
new airport among citizens in Pickering and * 
elsewhere, a citizens’ group called People or 
Planes has been formed, with headquarters 
near

:

Brougham. They are trying to get the 
plan stopped, at least until these and other 
questions have been answered.

One of the most effective means we have of 
letting our opinions be known to government 
is to write letters and lots of them. The 
Pickering group is trying to get as many 
people as possible to write letters, especially 
letters to MP’s and MPP’s, with questions 
such as those above. Representatives are 
required to answer such questions. Below is a 
list of people to whom to write.

A group of students in Environmental 
Studies is interested in this issue and has been 
in contact with the ‘‘People or Planes" group. 
For more information or discussion, call Tim 
Lash (635-3150) or Howard Baker (635-3160). 
We need all the help we can get. In the 
meantime, write letters!

Why didn't gov't keep 
promises on airport site

Among the many issues and questions 
raised by the March 2 announcement of the 
Pickering site for Toronto’s second in
ternational airport, one of the most important 
is that of the way the decision was arrived at. 
The choice of the Pickering site came as a 
surprise to everyone.

After assurances from government that 
there would be consultation with citizens of 
any proposed site before the final decision 
was made, the decision was announced 
suddenly, from behind closed doors, and 
without any gesture toward keeping the 
promises that had been màde. This leads to a

Beverly Fink

And some more 
election irregularities

I saw the following election irregularities:
(1) An unlocked ballot box at Stong.
(2) Balloting took place in beer lunch, on

Thursday.......................

llze Jaunzemis 
Environmental Studies.
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Here's an inside view from behind the tourist glamor of Puerto Rico i

When the Spanish were driven out the U.S. moved inL—■

By HUMBERTO PAGAN HERNANDEZ
Humberto Pagan Hernandez is a leading figure in 

the Puerto Rican Independence struggle and is now 
undergoing a deportation hearing in Ottawa which 
may mean he will be sent back to Puerto Rico — 
where he will surely be killed. This is a summary of 
the conditions and history of Puerto Rico which was 
written in a letter to the Ottawa underground paper, 
the Usually Reliable Source — the only way it could 
be sent out of jail. He was not allowed any books on 
the subject so all statistics are from memory.

The scene now
Puerto Rico is a Latin American nation located in 

the Caribbean 500 miles from the South American 
continent. Its population is 4,500,000, of which 
1,500,000 (31 percent of the population) are exiled in 
the ghettoes of New York and other American 
cities. The deepest root of the problem ( Puerto Rico 
is the only nation in the world with one third of its 
population living outside of its borders) is that 
Puerto Rico is a colony of the U.S.

This means Puerto Rico is a nation where im
perialism has intervened militarily, economically, 
politically, socially and culturally.

The problem for Puerto Rico now is the survival 
and liberation of the workers which constitute 90 
percent of the Puerto Rican population.

Puerto Rico has lost its economic base. The in
vading U.S. army turned the nation into a U.S. 
colony when Puerto Rican bourgeoisie betrayed the 
people and backed the imperialists. The U.S. then 
absorbed this bourgeoisie, the rest of the country 
economically. (The U.S. monopolies actually 
control 87.5 percent of the Puerto Rican economy).

This has converted Puerto Rico into a nation 
exploited in the extreme. The U.S. has created a 
system of colonial capitalist exploitation which 
shows profitable results for the monopolies but has 
converted Puerto Rico into one of the poorest 
nations in the world.

The colonial exploitation of Puerto Rico is 
exercised in the following ways:

1) Direct military and political control from 
Washington ( 13 percent of Puerto Rico is occupied 
by American bases — two of them atomic, Ramsey 
Air Force Base and Roosevelt Road Naval and Air 
Force Base). This territory was occupied by the 
U.S. government without paying one cent to the 
Puerto Ricans. As well, all the laws applied to 
Puerto Rico are imposed by the U.S. government.

2) Control of all communication (radio, tv, press, 
etc. ) by government and U.S. monopolies.

3) The exploitation of natural resources (copper, 
tungsten, nickel, gold, manganese, etc.) and the 
land.

people suffering from curable ailments.
While the population suffers the U.S. monopolies 

extract billions of dollars in profits annually. The 
national debt further increases the outflow of 
capital to the U.S.

This means that while people are dying of hunger, 
the U.S. capitalists are stealing all the riches of the 
nation. The colonial education which the U.S. 
supports is so unequal that 17 percent of the people 
are illiterate. English is the compulsory idiom in the 
schools despite the fact that the mother tongue of 
the Puerto Ricans is Spanish. The Puerto Ricans 
must give allegiance to the American flag and serve 
in America’s armies yet they are not accorded the 
basic human dignities an American citizen expects.

to these terrorist actions by attacking the huge 
American monopolies and military bases.

initiated by the colonial government. Hundreds of 
patriots were in jails.

The crisis continues to intensify. At this moment 
the workers have paralyzed the communication, 
transport and port systems. The government in
creased repression throughout the country. The 
right terrorists attempted to assassinate the 
socialist leaders of the country. For 1972 it is ex
pected that the repression of the patriots will be 
extremely severe (because the independentista 
Puerto Rican Party is prepared to join with other 
patriotic groups in the country to contest the 
elections — using them as another front.)

Meanwhile the workers and patriots of Puerto 
Rico are prepared to continue their day-to-day fight 
for the independence and national liberation of 
Puerto Rico.

The conditions of exploitation have produced a 
high level of misery, the U.S. military occupation of 
Puerto Rico, chronic unemployment (31 percent), 
illiteracy, political repression, theft of the human 
and natural resources of the country, fascism, etc. 
All these ills are inherent in the colonial capitalist 
system which for most of the century, has kept the 
workers and people of Puerto Rico under U.S. 
imperialism.

>V * <H«k
The repression intensified. In a student demon

stration the police opened fire on the students 
leaving one dead and about 85 wounded. Shortly 
after, Julio Roldea (a patriot) was murdered in jail 
by the U.S. police. The government ordered a 
massive jailing of “Independetistas”. A great part 
of the revolutionary patriots went underground 
then. The press in Puerto Rico celebrated this 
repression as a triumph.

"i

'(A And in 1971
m i. A grave crisis began. By military action the 

underground revolutionaries inflicted losses in 
excess of $50 million on American companies. On 
March 11 students and workers were confronted by 
the colonial police and U.S. ROTC cadets. Sixty-one 
patriots were wounded as were 24 police and 
cadets ; two police and one cadet were killed during 
the battle. The terrorists of the right (vigilantes) 
attacked and destroyed the homes of thousands of 
patriots.

i - 2 Puerto Rico has one of the greatest histories of 
suffering and heroism in the Americas. The people 
of Puerto Rico account for more than 100 years of 
struggle for freedom first against the Spanish 
Imperium and now against American imperialism.
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A general history
After 375 years of Spanish colonialism and 

various insurrections for independence, the Puerto 
Rican people rebelled on Sept. 23, 1868 and 
established the Republic of Puerto Rico. The 
Spanish troops answered with blood and violence 
The Puerto Rican patriots were defeated by the 
Spanish colonialists. The fight of the people con
tinued and in 1897 Spain was forced to recognize 
Puerto Rico as an autonomous nation.

Puerto Rico was invaded in 1898 by the American 
Army the Spanish-American War. In spite of the 
great resistance of the patriots fighting in city and 
mountain, the troops imposed their way and Puerto 
Rico became a U.S. colony. The first action per
formed by the Americans was to destroy the 
national government and to derogate all the 
liberties enjoyed by the Puerto Ricans and impose 
military government under General Milles.

In 1917 the U.S. government imposed compulsory 
military service and U.S. citizenship. This produced 
large protest movements.

In 1934 a general strike of workers and peasants 
took place — commanded by a martyr and hero of 
the Puerto Rican people : Don Pedro Albizu Cam
pos

The colonial police commanded by Colonel Riggs 
took harsh measures : massacres took place at Rio 
Piedras (four dead and hundreds wounded) and 
political prisoners were murdered. The end of that 
repression left hundreds of Puerto Ricans in jail or 
dead. In 1937 in one of the many independence 
demonstrations, the police fired with grapeshot on 
the people killing 21 and leaving more than 200 
wounded. All the Independentista leaders were 
jailed.

On Oct. 30, the people stood in arms and 
proclaimed the Republic of Puerto Rico for the 
second time. The U.S. government sent 26,000 
soldiers and police to stamp out the rebellion. For 
weeks there were battles throughout the country. 
The U.S. Air Force used their planes to strafe and 
bomb the occupied Puerto Rican cities. More than 
10,000 people were sent to concentration camps, 
dead and wounded were counted by the thousands. 
The U.S. Army had crushed the rebellion. In 1954 
the Puerto Rican patriots attacked the U.S. Houses 
of Congress wounding 17 congressmen with gunfire. 
This was to protest the repression by the U.S. 
government.

In 1965 Don Pedro Campos was assassinated in 
prison and this produced demonstrations. The fight 
for independence continued. In 1967 the colonial 
police opened fire against a student-worker 
demonstration in the capital, killing one worker and 
wounding about 80 people. The same year another 
student leader, Rafael Varona was assassinated by 
the U.S. army.

In 1968 the extreme right achieved political 
power. The government took off its “liberal” mask 
and began a savage repression. That year the un
derground Revolutionary Army was organized in 
Puerto Rico.

In 1969 the country was convulsed by large 
worker-patriot demonstrations: 1) The students 
burned ROTC (Regular Officer Training Corps - 
U.S. Army) offices. 2) Campaigns of resistance 
against compulsory military service were 
organized and more than 18,000 refused induction 
into the U.S. army. This same year the CIA and the 
government (through the police) organized a group 
of clandestine fascists known as “los Vigilantes". 
They were dedicated to assassinate Indepen
dentista leaders and to destroy the property of 
Puerto Rican patriots. The revolutionaries replied

: t

They blew up the offices of patriotic organizations 
throughout the country. The socialist leaders went 
to the United Nations to denounce this terrorismm *—i <7a**
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i * Just what makes a revolutionary?\ :2E> ’
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(CUP) — Humberto Pagan Hernandez was bom 
in the slums of Aguadilla, Puerto Rico, in April, 
1951. His father, a construction worker, was in
volved in the violent struggles for independence of 
the U.S. colony in 1950. He had been arrested, jailed, 
and sent to a concentration camp.

Hernandez grew up in a family that was opposed 
to U.S. imperialism and the capitalist system 
because — as part of the working class, they lived 
with its heaviest forms of oppression. Both his 
parents now belong to the Puerto Rican Nationalist 
Party.

Hernandez tells of his father’s cousin murdered 
by police in 1934 for his activities as an in- 
dependentist and his mother’s cousin jailed in the 
1950 rebellion and not released until 1969.

It was in the Dominican Republic revolt of 1965, 
says Humberto, “when I really realized that we had 
to struggle for independence. Puerto Rico was being 
used by the United States as a counter
revolutionary base against Latin American nations 
— our own brothers.”

brought for burial. The victim of police brutality 
deeply affected Hernandez then 18.

A battle between police and students broke out 
March 11,1971 on the San Juan UPR campus. Such 
clashes had occurred frequently over the last couple 
of years, sparked by the induction of Puerto Rican 
youths into the U.S. Army, the presence of a 
Regular Officers Training Corps (ROTC) squadron 
on the campus and the growing sentiment in favor 
of independence from the U.S. empire.

ni

V J .\ This is how Puerto Rico Bullets flew, but Puerto Rican sociologist Luis 
Falcon now with the University of New York, says 
they came from only two sources: the police and the 
ROTC. In the pandemonium, two police officers and 
one ROTC student were killed. One of the policemen 
was Lt. Col. Juan Mercado, the chief of the Puerto 
Rican riot squad.
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rjis sold to tourists 4) The exploitation of workers.
5) The monopoly control of the economy — 

production and distribution of the wealth.
6) Special laws which provide favorable con

ditions for investors. (American factories for 
example, don’t pay taxes nor do they pay for light, 
water, etc.).

'
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i A week later Hernandez says: “I was at home 

with my parents when two (police) agents I 
recognized, burst inside. They beat my family up. 
With no warrant they took my father away and 
arrested my friends for being in my home — but 
they were released after interrogation — and you 
know what interrogation means in Puerto Rico.”
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but the nation is"T-.; Hv
X And the results

These conditions and others have caused the 
Puerto Rican people the following maladies :

i) Total destruction of agriculture, obliging 
Puerto Ricans to buy all their foodstuffs from the
U.S.

V s In 1967 while still in high school, he actively joined 
the independence movement. In 1968 at the 
University of Puerto Rico he became part of the 
Federation of University Students for In
dependence. He was first arrested at this time while 
postering and charged with damage to public 
property. The charges were later dropped.

The UPR has become a centre of the in- 
dependentist movement and the police were par
ticularly wary of any trouble there. On several 
occasions students died from police bullets and 
dozens more wounded. Hernandez was arrested 
seven or eight times more, with more than 20 
charges resulting from political activity. Twice he 
was beaten.

In 1969 he was elected to the UPR student council 
and to the Central committee of the Federation of 
Students. In his hometown of Aguadilla, he became 
a director of an area independence organization.
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one of the poorest in i ~
Hernandez was charged with the murder of 

Mercado after being beaten and tortured when he 
refused to turn state’s evidence in return for his 
freedom, then released on bail.

p lx*'»* «
V ! ii) Accelerated inflation: The cost of living is 25 

percent higher than in Canada or the U.S. but the 
salaries two times lower.

iii) Deficit in the trade balance of $1,235,000,000 in 
favor of U.S. monopolies.

iv) A greatly increased level of poverty: the 
annual per capita income in Puerto Rico is $500 for 
74 percent of the population and for 25 percent, it is 
$100. Under U.S. poverty levels, 90 percent live in 
extreme poverty.

v) A very unequal distribution of wealth : eight 
percent of the population receives 51 percent of the 
national income while 25 percent receives 2.9 
percent and 67.3 percent receives 48 percent. 
Therefore 92 percent of the population receive 49 
percent of the national income while 8 percent 
receives 51 percent of it.

vi) Chronic unemployment: 31 percent of the 
working class is unemployed. From 1,073,000 
ployables, there are 320,000 unemployed and 35.2 
percent of the workers are underemployed.

vii) Lack of housing and medical services: 35 
percent of the population lives in slums. Just outside 
San Juan there is one doctor for every 1,300 
inhabitants and one half of these doctors 
private. For the entire country only 12,000 hospital 
beds are available, one bed for each 250 inhabitants. 
Forty-five percent of the hospitals are private and 
there are towns and villages without a doctor or 
pharmacist. A great proportion of deaths occur to

Z 1 !

the worldi
Late in August he left Puerto Rico for New York. 

He was looked after by draft assistance people until 
he entered Canada last September.iphr*

When in Ottawa he was followed by the RCMP 
until he was arrested and placed in the Carleton 
County Jail on Sept. 30 after entering the country 
illegally. He has remained in jail ever since.

Letters and articles he has written as well as 
poems (Hernandez is also a liberation poet) have 
been opened or not delivered. All his mail is given 
first to jail personnel Much of it has never arrived 
at its destination. He is allowed one book at a time 
but has difficulty finding the material he would like 
to read.

Hernandez was visited in the Carleton County Jail 
by agents he feels were either CIA or FBI. who 
questioned him about the state of the independence 
movement and its supposed links with Cuba They 
showed him pictures of Chinese, Cuban and Soviet 
ambassadorial staff to see if he recognized them. In 
their paranoia, he grinned, they suspected him at 20 
of being "a master espionage agent" co-ordinating 
underground movements in Puerto Rico. New York, 
and Canada
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-X *s ". ~ •'if- ■- In the U.S. invasion of the Dominican Republic of 
1970 he participated in a demonstration at the 
Ramey atomic base protesting the presence of the 
U.S. military in Puerto Rico.
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When he tried to stop the beating of a picketer 
thrown onto the base by an FBI agent, says Hum
berto, “They broke my head again."are

On Oct. 11, 1970, young independentist Julio 
Roldan, arrested and jailed in New York, was found 
dead in his cell. There were massive protests in 
Roldan’s hometown, also Aguadilla, where he was
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What's up Doc? — terrible but funny
hunky doctor of music — in the 
midst of espionage, jewel robberies, 
and competition for a study grant.

The main set is one floor of a 
plastic San Francisco hotel where 
all these types have their rooms and 
the same overnight bags containing 
their various treasure. For O’Neal 
the academic, its his igneous rocks, 
for Streisand, her pyjamas and 
toothbrush, for the spy, top secret 
files, and for some grand dame, her 
jewel collection.

The possibilities for silliness and 
slapstick after that are limitless. 
There’s the classic chase scenes — 
on foot, in cars ; the classic mix-ups 
and the classic lines. At one point, 
Streisand turns to a no personality 
slob and says, “has anyone ever told 
you you’re sexy? — They probably 
never will. . .”

There’s laughs of that sort and 
some very funny cameo per
formances. The humor is infectious, 
but eventually the infection runs 
rampant and kills the film.

f .By EDNA NEWTON
What’s up Doc? is a film catalogue 

of every cliche comic line and 
slapstick routine ever used. It’s a 
terrible film — but it’s funny. It’s 
strictly mediocre, but with so many 
things crammed in there’s 
something for everyone.

The big disappointment is that 
Peter Bagdonovich, of The Last 
Picture Show fame could write, 
produce and direct such a nothing 
film, and that Barbra Streisand and 
Ryan O'Neal would star in it.

Streisand sings the title song, that 
Cole Porter mouldy oldie You’re the 
Tops, and a few bars from As Time 
Goes On, a smaltz number usually 
reserved for Andy Williams. That’s 
all, nothing of quality.

Having never seen Love Story or 
Peyton Place, I had no preconceived 
notions about O’Neal, which is just 
as well. His performance is bound to 
be a disappointment for O’Neal fans.

The plot of the film centres around 
forward-girl-getting-bumbling-but-
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i■Dirty Harry is an 
action packed film

5
X
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sJ-w \Robinson) is depersonalized into an 
allegorical representation of evil 
incarnate, a nameless sadist who 
lives in a football stadium and 
murders out of sheer enjoyment.

By DION McGRATH 
The incredibly paranoid reaction 

of the critics to Don Siegel’s Dirty 
Harry is an almost perfect case 
study of the unthinking liberal, 
totally unable to cope with a 
meaningful social statement. True, 
Dirty Harry is pro-cop propaganda 
but it is also the work of a major 
artist at the height of his powers, 
and one of the most honest films 
ever made on a social theme.
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The main plot of the film is the 
struggle between Harry and the 
killer — two snarling beasts, one 
having on his side a limited good, 
while the other stands for pure 
negation
background of San Francisco. 
Siegel’s feeling for the urban en
vironment is remarkably sensitive. 
The cement landscape becomes a 
fantasy world in which the mon
strous brutalities of the story-line 
seem like the natural order of the 
things. With characteristic per
versity, Siegel uses incidental visual 
symbolism to suggest that Harry is a 
Christ-figure.

1i
1

played out against
Barbra Streisand in What's Up Doc?

To call the film pro-cop 
propaganda is not to imply that it is 
the kind of dishonest, idealized 
representation typical of such 
television programs as Dragnet — 
the cop as everybody’s friendly 
community helper. Siegel presents 
the cop as a legalized criminal 
(“The city of San Francisco does not 
pay criminals not to commit crimes ; 
we pay a police force instead.”) 
whose one justification is that he is a 
necessary evil in urban society.

Four Vanier students publish a 
book of poems called Poems

images and musical qualities.
The last poems in the book are the 

work of Graham Field, who also 
hand-lettered the book. They are the 
most ambitious in terms of length 
and technique. Field also tries to use 
rhyme; most of it works, but a 
combination like “soma-home of” is 
somehwat jarring. An Iconography 
of Morning is the most successful 
poem, ana is a good effort at 
working a sustained metaphor into a 
lyrical poem. The last lines “The 
people push out from the shadows of 
tall buildings. Faces find new 
clarity. A small child sings” are 
especially good. Field’s best poems 
have commendable precision of 
expression.

poem’s more serious aspects.
Richard Truhlar is trying to place 

contemporary themes into 
established forms Such as the 
sonnet. This is an extremely difficult 
thing to accomplish well; the poet 
has to be sure that his choice of a 
form does not lead to distortion or 
needless peroration on the in
spiration. The latter pitfall is 
evident in a poem like Mantis ; there 
are just too many images of death 
and destruction piling up and the 
last lines completely miss their 
intended effect because of this. 
Some of the rhymes and alliterations 
used seem forced, but the best 
poems John Of The Golden Locks 
and A Fearless Wind have original

Four members of Vanier College 
have recently published a small 
book titled simply Poems. The book 
contains about half-a-dozen poems 
by each of the people involved:
Graham Field, Richard Truhlar,
Gary Bell, and Larry Densmore. In 
the belief that people publish their 
poetry basically in the hope of 
getting reactions, the following 
comments are offered. My intent is 
not to hurt anyone’s feelings, nor to 
place the poets in question in any 
sort of herarchy of talents.

Larry Densmore’s poems 
evidence a good ear for language 
and a willingness to experiment with 
words. Lines such as “A grass 
snake, seeing us in the heat, swam 
criminal along the side of the house” 
have a welcome quality of surprise 
and invention. The poem Waiting is 
a skilfull evocation of that period 
just before taking off when you 
expect “things to come such as the 
ground ready to swell.” The flaws in 
these poems largely arise from the 
problem of fitting imagist LYNN SLOTK1N
techniques into a contemporary Tarragon Theatre is presenting an 
voice; the poem Crowds fails evening of mediocre entertainment
because the connective ‘or’ is not until April 1. For the first part of the
the best way to conjoin various evening Jimmy Blumer sang some
images of one thing, due to the of his songs. There was a sameness
term’s extremely neutral nature, about them, both in tune and sub-

Gary Bell’s poems convey a ject
concern with social and in- The rest of the evening was taken 
terpersonal forces. Their language up with Blumer’s play Surd Sand-
is often fairly close to that of prose, wich and after seeing it one can
This deliberate eschewal of conclude the original title was
rhetorical fireworks goes well with Absurd Sandwich. This is absurd
the content of a poem like The theatre, not at its best or worst, just
Silence. It tends to lessen the in- mediocre.
tensity of poems dealing with more The play is in three loosely con- 
concrete subjects however, by nected sections. The first is about
saying too much; a poem like Frog the rules people have to abide by
would have more impact if it were whether or not they make sense. The
haiku-length, and Impression No. 10 second is a clever scene about a wife
would similarly gain from com- who tries unsuccessfully to set a
pression. The personnae of Mr. table for four, and her husband who
Emery and Tom are nicely tries unsuccessfully to pack his car
established in the poem Station, but with seven pieces of luggage. Well 1
the closing lines “Emery just went said it was absurd theatre. The last
to see God: and fell into her piece is about mediocrity, how
blackness”, in their evocation of the people seem to blend into the
old joke about God, insult both the woodwork and how they can’t cope

an reader’s expectations and the with the situation. , ,

The entire film presents Harry 
and the killer as sharing an essential 
identity. Harry’s brutality and his 
contempt for regulations, whether 
legal or bureaucratic are clearly of 
the same order if not the same 
degree as the murderer’s. The only 
difference is that Harry’s anti-social 
drives are channeled into a form of 
some social value, while the killer’s 
actions are wholly destructive. The 
visual style constantly emphasizes 
the parallels between the two 
characters and the final shooting of 
the killer is a visual echo of the first 
murder.

On the technical level Siegel is 
here at the top of his form and has 
given us one of the most exciting and 
action-packed crime movies ever 
made. It has one of the best crane 
shots in the history of the medium (a 
straightforward conversation 
between Harry and his partner’s 
wife, transformed by the ominous 
downward and forward movement 
of the crane into an incredibly un
settling experience in rising tension) 
and the best helicopter shot I have 
ever seen in any film.

But what makes Dirty Harry a 
major work of art is its anguished 
and disturbing vision of a world in 
which police are inescapably 
necessary and inevitably brutal.

'i\ Siegel’s conception of the cop is 
expressed by the various meanings 
given to the nickname Dirty Harry. 
Harry Callahan (Clint Eastwood) is 
the guy who gets all the dirty jobs no 
one else is prepared to do. He is 
nasty, brutal, and friendless and his 
police methods are pragmatic but 
vindictive and frequently extra- 
legal. The causal relationship 
between the nastiness of Harry’s job 
and the nastiness of his personality 
is clearly expressed through the 
characterization of his partner 
(Reni Santoni), a sympathetic 
liberal cop, complete with degree in 
in sociology, who resigns after his 
first case. The implication is clear: 
a sane, normal human being cannot 
survive in the nightmare world 
where a homicide cop must work. 
Cops are brutal because they are 
called upon to do a job that only a 
brute would perform.

From this base, the film presents 
its ihain thesis simply by matching 
up Harry the nastiest cop we can 
reasonably imagine, with the 
nastiest criminal we can reasonably 
imagine. For anyone with any moral 
values, there is no question which is 
preferable. The killer (Andy

«

Jimmy Blummer's Surd 
Sandwich has no filling

Robin Cameron and Les Carlson 
were marvelous as the wife and 
husband. They were both very 
serious in their delivery which made 
the situation even more humorous. 
Ron Ulrich was quite effective as the 
dartman. His quiet manner and 
deadpan expression made him seem 
sinister at times and angelic at 
others.
remarkable talent as a mime; he 
was extremely loose of limb.

The whole problem with the play 
was the play. I’m sure Blumer 
wanted to say something but it got 
lost in too many words that didn’t 
make sense. If you want to make a 
statement about how mediocrity is 
easily forgotten you don’t write a 
mediocre play which in turn will be 
forgotten as soon as you leave the 
theatre. If Blumer zeroed in on what 
he really wanted to say, and cut 
away all the stuff that wasn't 
necessary, the play would be in
finitely better. As it stands with Surd 
Sandwich — frankly I prefer peanut- 
butter.

Coltri showedBob

| CULTURAL BRIEFS |

Theatre students put on Weiss play
in Theatre will present 

The Song of the Lusitanian Bogey March 25, 27, and 28 and 8:30, and March 
26 at 2:30 in Burton Auditorium. The play was written by Peter Weiss, the 
author of Marat Sade. It deals with the third world dilemma. Original music, 
film arrangements and choreography have been created to build the multi- 
media presentation. Tickets are free and may be obtained at Burton Box 
Office between the hours of 11:00 am and 2:00 pm Monday to Friday or by 
telephoning 635-2370

Senior performance students of the Program
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At York to promote his new movie

Cliff Robertson believes in the truth
characteristics I had for each 
mental age Charlie progressed 
through. At this stage he would be 
seven, at that twelve then thirteen

He hits the road again, time 
hungry’; ten years have passed and 
he must catch up. On the way he 
meets a vast assortment of people ; a 
young hippie (Christina Ferrare) 
with whom he eventually falls in 
love, a young inexperienced state 
trooper, a gregarious truck driver, 
southern bigots, Texas sheriffs, and 
the rodeo people themselves.

The appeal of this film is subtle. It 
avoids any issues and trendy ap
proaches to box office. It is not a 
great love story, nor anti
establishment, nor obsessed with 
violence. The film simply traces the 
career of a cowboy as he tries to 
reach the finals in the rodeo circuit. 
Grand Champion’ is what he is after 

and he won’t let go until he has 
reached it.

After an ending (that severely 
injured the stuntman), there is little 
that we could ask about the rodeo

Cliff Robertson was on hand to 
talk about the production of the film 
and to answer questions from the 
large audience. Robertson started 
his acting career in the Catskill 
Mountains for $5.00 a week and room 
and board. To keep acting and 
eating he worked as 
longshoreman, a taxi driver and a 
busboy. Eventually he was acting 
full time. He starred on Broadway 
with Helen Hayes and acted in 
Tenessee Williams’ Orpheus 
Descending.

Robertson’s first self-produced 
film Charlie, based on the television 
play The Two Worlds of Charlie 
Gordon, won him an Oscar. Seven 
years of research went into Charlie. 
Robertson spent a great deal of time 
working and helping retarded 
children. ‘After a background like 
that there was no problem in 
presenting the character of Charlie. 
All 1 had to do was follow the

By RONGRANER
Actor Cliff Robertson was at York 

recently to promote his new film 
J.W. Coop A member of the 
audience asked, “I noticed that J.W. 
Coop has the initials ‘J.C.’” 
Robertson, director, producer, 
writer and star of the film, thought a 
moment and responded that there 
were no hidden symbolic meanings 
in the film. There is abundant use of 
symbols but they are skillfully used 
to point out the personality of the 
hero.

J.W. Coop is the story of a 
vanishing breed, the rodeo rider. 
Without being mushy or overtly 
dramatic J.W. Coop cuts a clinical 
view of the rodeo rider, his world, 
his way of life and his way of death.

J.W. was born in a small town in 
he midwest where his father, an oil 

worker, died following an accident 
due to insufficient safety 
precautions on the job. Memories of 
his father haunt J.W. throughout the 
film. He is determined not to give his 
life to a company that doesn't know 
he exists, so he hits the rodeo circuit 
to make his mark the hard way.

After a stint in the service he hits 
the rodeos again. When he runs out 
of money he passes cheques which 
he intends to cover but can’t, and is 
jailed. Finally, after ten years he is 
released. It is here that the film 
begins; J.W. is on his way home.

All this detail is incidental, as the 
film concerns itself with a view of 
simple people that make up middle 
America. The story line is incredibly 
brief, yet strangely compelling. The 
actors do not use dialogue to tell 
their story, they use instead 
meticulously prepared charac
terization. Often the characters are 
not acting but playing themselves. 
The result is a story that rings true.

J.W. returns home to find his 
mother senile; his home decayed.

Six years of homework preceded 
the filming of J.W. while Robertson 
tried to amass the capital needed. 
Eventually production started with 
all the actors, but Geraldine Page, 
working for scale. “I would not 
permit her to work for that small an 
amount” said Robertson.

The entire film was brought in for 
$736,800, with the production 
working out of one truck and the cast 
sleeping in $8.00 motel rooms. The 
whole movie was shot in 33 days on 
locations at Red Bluff, Oakdale, 
Sonora, Woodlake, Angels Camp and 
Porterville Rodeos. Effective use 
was made of these locations but 
don’t look for any Academy Awards 
in the camera work.

The appeal of this movie lies in its 
character portrayal. What saves the 
photography, which obviously must 
have been done by necessity on the 
most primitive of conditions, is an 
absolutely super editing job. I 
sometimes found some of the effects 
a bit obtrusive though. Changes of 
scene were usually accomplished by 
a very abrupt jump cut with only the 
barest visual hinge. I caught myself 
gasping, confronted with a Brahman 
Bull magnified seven fold, seconds 
after looking at J.W. Coop lounging 
against a door.

Nevertheless Robertson has made 
a fascinating work out of a subject ■ 
that few would admit to be their 
prime passion. With a little more 
money and a little more time who 
knows, Robertson might have done 
for rodeo what Hemingway did for 
the bullfights.
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Cliff Robertson at York.

Illich, Frye, Vanier some of the contributors

Readability found in Alternatives in Education
Alternatives in Education — Thetioning that Patrick Suppes’ ex

ploration of computers and their Ontario Institute for Studies in 
potential is moderate in its con
clusions and thankfully without the 
exaggerations that computer buffs 
too cften affect.

learning exchanges that could 
contain all the resources needed for 
real learning: Things, models, peers 
and elders. As he amplifies, one 
senses that his approach is more 
suited to the small and middle sized 
community than our cities. Such

Vinh Bang sees the need for the 
establishment of a body of in
termediate research. . research in 
educational psychology, based not 
solely on the theory of Piaget but 
dependent also upon the con- 
trributions of experimental, ef
fective and social psychology and sensing is intensified when he cites

Tanzania’s “plans to integrate 
education with village life” as one of 
his arguments.

It would be unjust to omit men-

By C ATHERINE MACK
Readability is not a virtue one 

usually associates with Ontario 
Institute of Studies in Education 
publications. How can one explain 
then, the fact that Alternatives in 
Education is readable, even one 
might say entertaining?

Perhaps that the material was 
given first as lectures? Or that the 
lectures were given to celebrate the 
opening of the new building? (At 
such moments even OISE personnel 
might feel an exuberance that could 
lead to a desire to communicate.)

The most probable explanation is 
that the stature of the contributors, 
J. Vanier, I. Illich, Northrop Frye, 
Vinh Bang and N. Postman is such 
that they need no cloak of verbiage.

It is perhaps significant that the 
first lecture by Postman calls for an 
examination of the language of 
education which he contends needs 
radical subtractive surgery.

Language being the tool of thought 
one can concede that a new language 
might reorient our thinking about 
education. It is only when Postman 
gives an example of his new 
thinking, 100 students organized into 
teams of 10 being educated on the 
streets where “the action is” that 
one feels compelled to answer: 
Come now, Mr. Postman each high 
school in Ontario has approximately 
1,500 students, if you wish to be 
treated seriously make your 
suggestions in terms of those 
numbers. No one has ever suggested 
that education couldn’t be better for 
a few.

Vinh Bang’s alternative is a 
proper use of Piaget’s theories 
which he complains have been 
largely misused by educators. “The 
techniques used to study thought 
processes cannot simply be adopted 
as techniques for the teaching
learning situation.” He mentions in 
particular conservation, pouring 
scorn on educators who think that 
they should develop a systematic 
program to teach conservation as if 
it were an item in a grammar or 
arithmetic curriculum. •VK|' 1 1

Education c. 1971, Fifth Anniversary 
Lectures, Northrop Frye — Jean 
Vanier — Ivan Illich — Neil Post- 

— Patrick Suppes — Vinh Bangman
Bang (authors). Edited by Bruce 
Rush. Publisher General Publishing

To reiterate, a readable book, 
which while it provides few real 
alternatives has a sufficiency of 
catalytic material to generate some 
in the reader’s mind.

other branches. He concludes with a 
plea for a clinical approach to 
education for which Piaget has 
provided a theoretical foundation, 
which we should now project onto 
the reality of the schools. One could 
observe that the teachers needed for 
his “clinical approach” will doub
tless need more than one year of 
teacher education.

Northrop Frye in his usual 
reasoned manner manages a full 
share of bon mots. — Of compulsory 
universal education

Company Limited, Toronto, 133 
pages, $2.25.

Horns Dirty Thirties 
it's a fascinating book

University of Toronto students. They 
were called Hepburn’s Hussars or 
Sons of Mitches.

The case for unions is developed 
with the back-to-back accounts of _ 
GM record profits in 1937 along with 
the fifth consecutive wage cut in five 
years for GM workers. Then there is 
John David Eaton’s memory that 
the Depression meant taking your 
girl and friends out on the town for 
$10. Meanwhile, his women sewing — - 
factory workers were making $1.75 
for every dozen dresses they 
produced. When the women at
tempted to unionize, they were 
locked out.

Horn lets the book run the gamut 
of conditions during the thirties. The 
times were harder for some, and 
merely belt-tightening for others. 
Attempts to explain the economics 
of the situation are there, but Horn is 
no economist. As a historian he rates 
highly. His historical overview 
through organized source material 
creates a sensitive account reviving 
memories in all those who lived 
through the Depression. To all 
others it gives a real sense of the 
distress of the times.

The Dirty Thirties, Canadians in ' 
the Great Depression edited by 
Michiel Horn, Copp Clark, 728 pages, 

r,7(\ r.A yrmodq.’t'it

and breadlines against the big 
business busts and economic 
problems of tarrifs lack of foreign 
markets and the inflexibility of the 
Canadian banking system.

The result is a book wide enough in 
scope to appeal both to the scholar 
and general reader. The book is 
bound to become a standard test in 
Canadian universities. Students will 
welcome this encompassing short
cut to research material.

The eye-witness account of the On 
to Ottawa Trek in 1935 of unem
ployed single men and the transcript 
of their unfruitful meeting with 
Bennett is frightening witness to the 
paranoid Communist plot fear. 
Foreign-born Canadians came 
under a lot of fire during the 30 s, 
especially the central Europeans in 
the hard-hit prairies. Yet the 
prejudice was often disguised by 
communist or socialist labels.

Attempts to unionize or strike 
received harsh government - im
plemented retaliation. The example 
of Ontario premier Mitchell Hep
burn’s reaction to the 1937 Oshawa 
strike when General Motors workers 
attempted to form a union was "this 
government is going to maintain law 
and order at all costs." He created 
an army force of army veterans and

How did
benevolence produce a prison? Of 
OISE — a cross between an oc
cupying garrison and a colonial 
governor's mansion. Of education — newspaper stories and recollections
of all superstitions.. one of the most taken from the era and put together
dismal and fatuous is the notion that by Glendon history professor 
education is a preparation for life...
Education should be defined as the 
encounter with real life.

Of the seminar — students expect 
and ought to get something better 
from their tuition fees than merely 
the sound of their own ignorance 
coming back from the four walls.

Jean Vanier on Educators and 
the Mentally Deficient asks “What 
can we do in a society that tends in Government policies — or rather 
so many ways to stimulate the thirst the lack of them — is presented 
for abstract knowledge and books, through excerpts of reports, 
but frequently, so frequently closes parliamentary dialogue and sundry 
its heart to people?” Those who have other sources. Back to back with 
heard him speak will be moved by these are the distress letters sent to
the words “Peace comes. . by then prime minister R.B. Bennett
sharing Sharing my knowledge. Not describing the mounting back taxes, 
teaching sharing” ill-health and hardship — all in real-

By now Ivan Illich’s demands for life bad grammar and misspelled 
the de-schooling of society are words. Bennett often responded with
common knowledge. In this lecture personal $5 contributions from his 
his generalizations are made with own fortune. It’s rumored babies
all the finesse of a highway snow- named after him received silver
plough However he is the only cups. These are probably stockpiled
lecturer who took seriously the title in pawn shops across the country.
Alternatives in Education. He Horn’s selective editing puts the
suggests four clidttodt-:d<tin*8H< omll hântitucknnartilWqflL swipyjnk'ljiens

By MARILYN SMITH 
The Dirty Thirties, Canadians in 

the Great Depression is a new 
collection of essays, letters,

Michiel Horn.
It’s well done and fascinating 

reading. The format of primary 
sources gives the reader realism 
viewed from the armchair. 
Beginning with the economics 
creating the situation, the book 
moves into the levels of individuals 
and the effects on their lives.

$5.95.
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America should get charged 
with theft on first albumOPPORTUNITIES TO STUDY ON BURSARY 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE SUMMER SCHOOL 
(at Toronto, Ontario)

ORAL FRENCH SUMMER SCHOOL
(at St. Pierre et Miquelon)

Records C31001). On her first solo in the past, 
album since leaving Ten Wheel

their first album this young trio Drive, Genya Ravan displays the Miracle 
should get charged with theft. The poise and overall quality that should KC30987) Laura’s first album in 
Neil Young-like vocal and make her one of the foremost blues- about two years features no new 
arrangement on their current single jazz singers for years to come, compositions; rather, many 
A Horse With No Name is only a Genya reveals a remarkable ver- Mowtown classics such as the title 
prelude to the imitation of the satile character as she gives her tune, Jimmy Mack, and Spanish 
Crosby Stills Nash type harmonies interpretations of pieces differing Harlem comprise the entire album, 
which consistently plague the most from A Bird On a Wire to the up- A very dull, depressing album to say 

original piece of work since that of tempoed Takuta Kalaba Turn On the least, Laura Nyro has put out an 
the Monkees Your Love Light. LP of personally selected material

A Clockwork Orange: Soundtrack Sly and the Famly Stone: There’s that reflects the attitudes of ghetto 
(Warner Bros 2573). This album A Riot Coin' On. (Epic Records KE living that gave rise to the Detroit 

produced by Walter Carlos (of 30986). This album is really the first sound of a few years ago.
LP released by Sly that has any new

By STEVE GELLER 
America: (Warner Bros. 2576). On Laura Nyro: Gonna Take A 

(Columbia Records

A Federal-Provincial grant has made available a number of bur
saries to be awarded to full-time students who wish to study 
either English or French as a second language this summer.

Address inquiries for furthei information and application forms
to:

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
<flll Division of University Extension 

84 Queen's Park 
Toronto 181, Ontario 
(416)928-2400

un

m

K»i
was
Switched on Bach inventiveness) 
who with this album has established material on it in quite a while, 
himself as the forerunner of elec
tronic music. Featuring selections

Next Wednesday, March 29, 8 pm 
Although he seems to have mellowed Mainline will appear in concert at

_____ ____ _______  ________ somewhat, Sly has put together the Green Bush Inn (Room N108
froniVossini, Beethoven, as well as some works of a musical quality that Humanities Social Sciences
Carlos himself, the soundtrack from many may not have thought him Building).
A Clockwork Orange stands as capable of doing. Not a fantastic ^ D1 o
another milestone in the field of album by any means. There’s A Riot Toronto include^ The Moody^ Blues,
progressive classical music.

Genya

summer job Up and coming concerts in

Coin’ On will definitely appeal to Joe Cocker, Dave Brubek, and 
(Columbia anyone who has liked Sly’s material Jethro Tull.Ravan:- NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

- WORK FULL or PART TIME
- CHOOSE OWN LOCATION

K»iHCAMRiSEnd your summer job search now. 
Become an independent distributor 
for our high-profit youth-oriented 
product.
Write to us now and find out how 
you can double your earnings 
this summer.

/ ' A'1 « & £MX-oI
I

XX ,**r>1Mellow Corduroy"•opfirv Nykxv Leather 
>9 & Sweet A T Shim

Hundreds of 
jackets. Slopp

For further information, contact:
Director of Marketing

UNIVERSAL POSTERS OF CANADA

ICRESTED POPLIN JACKETS ‘12.95

il se Chenille School Crest with every 
1 teckel order of *23 00 and over

JCanadian Novelty Shirt I Sportswear Co.
2462 Yonge Street Telephone 486 0997 486 0999

Toronto 18, Ontario36 Old Mill Terrace
' / X8

w

I th^leger sjjot sfioppta

We extend our sympathies to all the York professors who 
found out in the counter calendar what their students really 
think of their courses. Perhaps we should offer the same to the 
students who as of the publication of this book fail miserably!
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McGillj
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____ _ Put your 
summer 
to work for you!

»
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McGill University's Summer Session offers 
credit courses at the university level. 

Six weeks, from early July to mid-August.
Accredited courses — under-graduate 
and graduate — in Arts, Education, 
Engineering, Management, Religious 
Studies and Science. Whether you want 
to accelerate your studies, transfer 
McGill credits to your own university or 
generally obtain higher qualifications and 
enrich your education — McGill’s Summer 
Session is for you.
Applications accepted until June 15th.* 
Residence accommodation available.

you

Hanna Shoe Corp.

Slip-In on Sponger Sole: 
Denim Blue Suede 
Red Suede 
Black Kid Leather 

only $18.00

by

Saddle Tie on Sponger Sole:
Rust Suede with Black Suede 
Denim Blue Suede with Red Suede 
Yellow Leather with Blue Suede 

only $19.00
For lull information, write:
N. Bernard Baum,
Assistant Director,
McGill University Summer Session, 
P.O. Box 6070,
Montreal 101, Quebec
(514) 392-6758

Open Thursday and Friday nites. C.O.D. orders accepted.
Credit and Charge* cards honored.

Fairview Mall 
Oshawa Shopping Centre 
126 Bloor St. West
dor guys only )

"Design and Word Trade Marks in Canada of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."

262 Yonge St 
1475 Yonge St 
101 Btoor St.

"Management courses: May 15 - June 23. 
Applications accepted until May 1.
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It's pleasant reading McMASTER UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ADULT EDUCATION

Summer Study in Italy, Thailand and Yugoslavia, 1972 
Undergraduate Degree Credit Courses Are Ottered

I -

Northern Journey
YUGOSLAVIA
Anthropology
Economics
Music
Philosophy
Political Science
Sociology

ITALY THAILAND
Anthropology
Economics
History
Political Science

By JOHNOUGHTON 
Northern Journey is a promising 

attempt to further what co-editor 
Fraser Sutherland calls the “small, 
rather fragile island” of Canadian 
literature. The book’s contents vary 
from a “polemical essay” by 
Sutherland entitled In Defence of 
Laura Secord (and cultural 
nationalism), to concrete poetry, to 
the first chapter of Fetish Girl, a 
novel by Sylvia Bayer which claims 
to be “the first book ever written for 
rubber fetishists.” Sutherland and 
his co-editor Terrance MacCormack 
have crammed a wide variety of 
authors and styles into the 110 pages 
of Northern Journey. Some of the 
more famous names included are 
Birney, Souster, A1 Purdy and John 
Glassco; younger hit names on the 
literary charts like Pat Lane, Lionel 
Kearns, George Johnston and Lionel 
Kearns also appear.

English 
Fine Arts 
History 
Italian

ELIGIBILITY
The programme will be open to any person meeting the admission requirements at McMaster 
University or who has been granted permission to enroll while a student at another university 
for credit at that university.

Anyone wishing to transfer credit to any other university should apply to the Registrar at that 
university for a letter of permission.

Listeners will be accepted for the Summer School. They are not required to meet admission 
requirements to the university, but do not have examination privileges.

For further information contact the School of Adult Education, McMaster University, Room 
136, Gilmour Hall, Hamilton, Ontario or call (416) 522-4971, local 321.

LEARN FRENCH WHERE FRENCH IS AT HOME

UNIVERSITÉ DE MONTRÉAL 
ÉCOLE FRANÇAISE D’ÉTÉ 1972

JUNE 29th — AUGUST llth, 1972In Defence of Laura Secord, 
Sutherland offers some points about 
Canadian culture which if not 
exactly original are well worth 
repeating. The main thesis of the 
essay is that Canadian culture is 
worth encouraging, whether its 
products are aimed at a mass 
audience or the more rarefied at
mosphere of the culterati. 
Sutherland, who states that he’d like 
to “view scenes of sexual abandon 
set in Lunenburg,” writes in an 
engaging and mostly logical style. 
Although it’s hard to take some of 
his asides seriously, such as his 
assertion that “a serious poet could 
probably learn a good deal” from 
Gordon Lightfoot’s songs, 
Sutherland’s main arguments are 
well constructed.

The latest audio-visual methods are used with beginners ; 
advanced students work in seminars. A special attention 
is given to English-speaking French teachers; to 
students of French literature and to people wishing to 
know more about Quebec.

The social activities give opportunities to discover 
French-Canadian life through folksinging evenings; 
theatre visits, excursions into the typical Quebec 
countryside and sightseeing walks through historic old 
Montreal. Also facilities for sports activities.

Scholarships available. L’Université de Montréal has 
been selected as a participating institution in the 
Federal-Provincial Scholarship Program for Canadian 
students who wish to learn French as a second language.

POEM FOR A RICH GIRL

We both want love too much 
I am tired of your fingers 
and wish you would talk 
to stop me thinking

Booklet on request at: Ecole française d’été,
Université de Montréal,
Service d’éducation permanente,
C.P. 6128, Montréal 101, P.Q., Canada.

Let me tell you this 
so you will know 
the cock you admired today 
so beautiful in the snow 
has to dig down two feet 
with tender claws to eat 
enough to stay alive

The book is pleasant to read. Good 
use is made of the photo
reproduction method employed ; the 
format contains a variety of 
typefaces, drawings, photographs of 
the contributors in the first edition of 
a “collect Canadian Writers Card” 
series and a feature-length cartoon 
entitled Jim Canada. The latter item 
is one of the best comic comments on 
biculturalism to have yet appeared 
— the text reads like cereal-box 
Franglais with lines like “you save, 
sergeant but I could not pay the fine 
suddenly, 1 have to pay for my 
hypothetical farm.”

£
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And each day the hunger grows 
so bad between us 
I cannot stand to taste 
the distance I will have to go 
to get away from you r

At the list price of two dollars,
Northern Journey is a good buy. One
might wish that the editors had been .... . .
a little more selective in their However there are some out- put together with humor and ob-
quality control; the calibre of a standing items — particularly Pat vious care ; it’s a good effort by any
couple of their own poems and the Lane’s poems and John Metcalf’s standards, Canadian or otherwise,
story Something of Eagles by story Going Down Slow — which and we can only look forward to
Raymond Souster, compares badly more than balance the anthology's hearing more of the editors and their
with the rest of the material. weaknesses. The book is in general contributors.
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So you wont to 
buy o bicycle

«

50% OFF
*

How tall die you? What do you weigh7 Will you 
be cycling crosscountry or around the block r Will 
you need three, five or ten gears7 Centre or side- 
pull caliper brakes7 How much do you

PThere are many things to consider when buying 
the right bicycle. And because most bicycles look 
the same it takes'a professional to fit a particular 
model to your particular requirements.

A full size bicycle can weigh from 22 to 50 
pounds. Frames run from 20 to 251/2 inches high. 
Only one weight and one height are right for you.

forwant to

York
students*

Gold and Diamond Jewelry
watches, bracelets, rings, etc.

*

THE COLONY
STEAK HOUSE&TAVERN
1285 FINCH AVENUE W 633-1286V THE Russell Oliver Jewelry Co.

17 Queen St. E. (Showroom)
Suite 345
Phone 863-1573 for appointment

DOWNSTAIRS BOOM
Dancing from 9 pm 

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

NIGHTLY

m

4A- toA
!* "*3

Ï th^Ûoger
Vm jsfyot tffjoppeS

Many cyclists should consider five or ten speeds 
rather than three. This choice will depend upon 
where and how long you ride. And what kind or 
condition you're in. (If you’re out of shape you II 
need the assistance of a ten-gear range.)

A bicycle is a very personal purchase. It should 
be fitted’ to you as carefully as a suit of clothes.

There are a lot of places around today that 
sell you a bicycle. We’re interested in selling you 

the right one.

,®l

can

SELF-USE TEST 
FOR PREGNANCY 

DETECTIONbkxxcyde
Canadas Largest Bicycle **Specialists NOW AVAILABLE AT

1169 BLOOR W. WEST OF DUFFERIN • 536-9718 • 536-1523 
3218 EGLINTON E. EAST OF MARKHAM RD. • 267-3132

SUPER DISCOUNT DRUGS
CENTRAL SQUARE 630 4184

1

STUDENTS! ü

INTERESTED IN 

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 

WITH VARIETY?

eCD
15
h

hÙDON'T KNOW 

WHERE TO LOOK? 7sA

KellyCALL

Girl
Available in:

<A

Black and Burgundy 
Kid Leather
Brown and Beige Kid Leather 

only $34.99

skills, but have an outstanding perIf you have no 
sonality, enjoy meeting people and a will to learn, don t 
feel rejected. Call and discuss our Bank Teller training 
programme. We will train you at our expense for this 
exciting and rewarding vacation employment.

Join the thousands of students who 
enjoy the variety we can provide in 
Summer employment. We need 
students with banking experience, 
office and clerical skills, to cover 
the many job openings that occur 
each Summer.

piEST SMDES fVH‘HE 
/rriaosrviLLAC&t ‘UXArrotÇ

\
be available for work now, don't wait forShould you 

Summer — call and talk to us.
C O D. orders accepted.

Credit and Chargex cards honored 

Open Thursday and Friday nites.

Fairview Mall 
Oshawa Shopping Centre 
126 Bloor St West
'♦or 'luyS only 1

262 Yonge St 
1475 Yonge St 
101 Bloor StKelly Girl 364-4205 Downtown 

236-2318 West Toronto 
449-2932 Scarborough 

(416) 525-9420 Hamilton

"Design and Word Trade Marks in 

Canada of the Villager Shoe Shoppes Ltd."ROYAL TRUST TOWER
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sports
No rent for one year trail

Football Yeomen may get CNE stadium
Price hopes to put on a half time 

show for each of York’s three home 
games. Exhibitions could be staged 
by York’s champion gymnastics 
team and the field hockey and 
rugger teams with commentary by 
an announcer.

Football coach Nobby Wirkowski 
feels that the stadium “would be 
good for York players and would 
help in recruitment. It would be a 
hell of a good thing for York and we 
should look at it.”

York would pay for the game’s 
advertising in the Toronto papers.

There is also a lighthearted 
possibility that the restaurant under 
the grandstands will be opened for 
the games under the name of the 
Yeomen Pub.

Price and Wirkowski both agree 
that the decision to go to the CNE 
will depend on York student reaction 
and Price wants student opinion. He 
said the prime issue is the cost to the 
student since the CNE is not 
charging York for the use of the 
stadium.

York students should write letters 
to “CNE for York” c/o Excalibur 
and drop them in any campus 
mailbox or bring them into the office 
in Central Square. Because the 
decision must be made soon the 
deadline for these letters is Monday 
at 6 pm.

By TIM CLARK
York’s football Yeomen may get a 

football stadium after all if the 
Physical Education department Bud 
Price’s idea takes hold. The 
Canadian National Exhibition has 
offered York the grandstands with 
the new Tartan Turf for the fall 
schedule on a one year trial basis.

The CNE's assistant general 
manager David Garrick approached 
Price and said York would not be 
charged for the use of the stadium. 
CNE would pay its costs from the 
gate receipts and split the remaining 
profit with York on a 5(^50 basis.

York students would pay $1 and 
others, $2. All profits from the 
concession stands would go to the 
CNE in the deal.

Price believes the stadium would 
be a great drawing card for York 
sports and said “The fans will be 
protected from the bad weather 
which is so inherent at York field.”

He hopes that the stadium would 
draw more people from the city to 
the games especially alumni from 
York and the competing schools. 
The big game would be York’s en
counter with University of Toronto 
in the exhibition schedule. Buses 
would be made available at the York 
campus for students going to the 
game.
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TOP ATHLETES AT YORK

Tuesday night as top male and female athletes at 
York in the past year.

Diver Cathy Lane and hockey star Steve 
Latinovich were both presented with trophies on Photo by Tim Clark

Latinovich is King YeomanStong breaks Glendon s 
string, wins York Torch National Team, (three goals against plans to article and eventually 

Russia) scoring 7 goals and 3 assists practise law in Toronto, 
in one game against Ryerson ; 
finishing second in league scoring try? We think Steve’s curiosity will 
(only ten points behind the leader) £et the better of him and we cer- 
after missing the first three league tainly hope to see him playing 
games waiting for an eligibility hockey again (where we can watch 
ruling; captaining the Yeomen to his artistry ) — this time in an NHL 
first place (by one point) in head-to- uniform, 
head competition with the Varsity 
Blues, in the OUAA’s Eastern 
Division.

York hockey fans have been 
wondering what will become of 
Steve Latinovich BA Lib.

Well at the moment Steve is pretty 
certain to accept a five-months 
player-coach job in Bern, Swit
zerland.

The offer includes an apartment 
and board for himself and his 
family, plus the use of a car, plus a 
salary equal to three-quarters that 
of a first year NHL pro.

The five months period ends in 
late February, 1973 at which time 
the Latinovich clan will commence a 
European junket. After that, Steve

By PHILCRANLEY
Inscribed on his Varsity Athletic 

Award mug, was the name of 
someone else — Steve Catinovich — 
perhaps an allusion to his speed on 
skates; and on the Murray Ross 
Trophy awarded to the Yeoman of 
the Year, York’s best athlete for 
1971-72 found his name misspelled 
again — Latinovitch.

But regardless of that slight 
oversight, Steve received a standing 
ovation from his fellow athletes and 
athlettes, in recognition of his 
tremendous achievements this year 
in the college hockey wars.

In his acceptance speech, at the 
Athletic Awards Banquet on 
Tuesday night, Latinovich said, 
“This is the greatest thrill of my 
life.” And with the quiver in his 
voice, he may have meant it.

There were many highlights to 
Steve’s season. Selection to the 
league all-star team, the CIAU all- 
star team, and Canada’s Student

But what about giving the NHL a-”
events : women’s cross-country, 
women’s volleyball, women’s

By AL RISEN
Stong ended a five-year 

domination by Glendon in York basketball, men’s curling, mens
inter-college sports by winning the soccer, archery and table tennis.
York Torch last Tuesday. It received outstanding individual

The Torch, which is emblymatic of performances from Dick Barclay
college sports supremacy at York who scored 232 out of a possible 240

the basis of Stong’s 4292 in archery ; Wayne Moxon whose
pressure shots sparked the men’s 
curling team ; and Satyakama 
Maharaj who won the men’s singles 
in table tennis and then combined

was won on
points which it accumulated in 21 
events over the season. Winters 
College finished a close second with 
4270, only 22 points behind.

In Stong’s first year of existence it with Judy Kolt to take the mixed 
finished in fifth place. That was two doubles, 
years ago. Last year in only their 
second year season, it finished 
second to Glendon but were the best 
on the Keele Campus.

i

The final team standings were: 
Stong 
Winters 
Glendon 
McLaughlin 
Osgoode 
Founders 
Vanier 
College G 
MBA 
Calumet 
Grads

4292
4270
3350
2971

This season saw a fierce rivalry 
between Stong and Winters and it 
wasn’t until the final event of the 
year, table tennis, that Stong was 
assured of the championship.

In winning the Torch, Stong 
captured seven championships in 21

2594
2212
1904
1419
977 l*i
923
690

Singles' Europe Adventure
You can go for as little as 28 days or 

as many as 70. Spring, Summer or Fall.
The cost is ultra reasonable. And 

we’ll get you to London from here just as 
cheaply as is humanly possible.

We’ve got a booklet that fills in the 
details and prices.

If you’re single, under 30 and slightly 
adventurous, send for it.

We’re booking now.

We want you to run away to Europe
with us.

We’ll drain our last pint of Guinness 
at the Tournament Pub in Earlscourt, 
London, hit the road south to the Channel 
and be in Calais by sunset.

A month later, we could be in Istanbul. 
Or Berlin or Barcelona. Or Athens. Or 
Copenhagen. Or just about any place you 
and your Australian, English, New Zealand 
and South African mates want to be.

On the way, we’ll camp under canvas, 
cook over open fires, swim, sun and drink 
in some of the most spectacular settings on

Please send me details, itineraries and an application.

Name__
Address

the continent.
We’ll provide a small zippy European 

motorbus and your camping gear and a 
young cat to drive it who knows every 
wineshop from here to Zagreb, plus how to 
ask for a john, or how to find your way 
back home to bed, smashed, later on.

Prov..__________ —

Mail to: Europe, Going Down the Road,
214 A Adelaide St. West, Toronto, Ontario.

City

YU

....... t
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Way of life for some; necessity for others
Night people operate in a different world

!□□□
SBMEO I iin

"But it must be hard for people 
with young children...and it screw's 
up your whole mode of living really. 
You can’t go out in the evening, even 
to a show, if you have to be at work 
at 11 o’clock."

And many of those on his staff do 
have young children. A high per
centage of the caretaking staff at 
York is made up of Italian im
migrants, usually in Canada only a 
short time.

Many of the women go home from 
work just in time to prepare break
fast and see the kids off to school. 
They catch a few hours of broken 
sleep, often sandwiched between 
household and family chores.

And family relations are less than 
ideal if one partner works nights and 
the other days. One man at York 
gets home in time to say goodbye to 
his wife
secretarial job on the campus. 
They've been married a year.

Some enjoy it

Most of us sleep at night — in 
residences, at home, or in the 
various nooks and crannies of the 30 
or so buildings found on York’s piece 
of real estate.

We sleep, satisfied at having at 
„ least survived another day, at times 

an accomplishment in itself.
But for a special corps of workers, 

the day begins at almost the time 
most heads hit the pillow. They’re 
the night people — the security men, 
cleaners, engineers and other 
support staff who oil the machinery 
of the University for the thousands 
who pour in after 9 a.m.

They’re sometimes joined by 
scientists working on research 
projects, and at the end of term by 
students cramming for an exam or 
finishing the overdue essay that 
must be in before the prof, arrives in 
the morning.

But for this second group, being a 
night person is an aberration, a 
break in the pattern of at least 
moderately regular hours. It’s 
generally a challenge ai:d 
sometimes even fun.
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still, some enjoy night work. Ann 

Lamb, who was on the night shift 
this week in the Emergency Ser
vices Centre, said simply: “I like it.
This is the first full-time job I’ve had 
since I was married and I find it a 
nice change of pace after working 
days for a while.”

Like the security and engineering Aside from the chronic drunks in the switchboard, 
staff, she’s on shift work, and draws

5 v55A way of life i
hooked up with 12,000 check points in the YorkFor the regulars, it’s a way of life, 

sometimes from a preference for 
working when the rest of the world 
sleeps, at a time when they won’t be 
disturbed by the noise or confusion 
that arrives with dawn.

More often it’s from necessity 
because there’s a job to do that pays 
the rent.

York has three million square leet 
feet of floor space to clean, 10 miles 
of roads and walkways to plow when 
the snow hits, and a multi-million 
dollar plant to maintain and protect.

And yet the night people number 
less than 150. In a walk around 
campus in the early morning you 
can almost believe the place is a 
citadel, visited only on feast days.

It's possible to stand in front of the 
Ross Building for an hour and see 
perhaps three people — and those 
are likely to be a security officer, a 
shadow moving between two 
residential complexes, or oc
casionally someone trying to find out 
what the campus is like at night so 

w- he can write about it for a 
newspaper.
^ The only other sign of life is likely 
to be a mouse scurrying across the 
snow from one hole to another.

Inside, the pace is different but the 
mood is similar. With a small staff 
— four security officers, 112 
cleaners and three men in the 
Central Utilities Building — there’s 
ample work to do.

Nobody rushes
But nobody rushes. Partly 

because of a well-established 
routine; partly because that routine 
is rarely broken by the kind of in
terruptions common in the daytime.

The night cleaners take two 15- 
minute breaks and a half-hour for 
lunch. Aside from these times, when 
they doze, play cards or simply chat 
with each other, they may see only 
one or two people in the course of a 
shift.

Dave McVeigh, night caretaker in 
the Ross Building who spent 25 years 
as a butcher before coming to York, 
said yesterday morning “very few 
people really want to work nights — 
I'm not crazy about it — but we 
really have no choice. This is when 
the work has to be done.

Shift engineer Bill Selles checks the control panel 
in the Central Utilities Building. It's the nerve buildings, 
centre of the campus maintenance systems,

among other things, for all the
Excalibur office on press nights, On the basis of one night con- family and personal uprooting 

the “graveyard" shift only once people appear to work steadily and sciously walking the campus simply caused by regular night work, if you
every six weeks. Night cleaners competently, whether they’re in the to observe, it’s possible to see it as a do meet someone, it’s possible to
have the same hours year round. Student Clinic or manning the ESC place of total schizophrenia. And talk to them without an excuse.
“I just hate getting up in the 

morning — but I love to go to bed 
then. Everybody else is getting up to 
go to work and I’m just snuggling in.
It’s great.”

Bill Selles, on the other hand, 
who’s a shift engineer in the Central 
Utilities Building, replied with one 
word to a question of how he liked 
working nights — “lousy”.

"But,” he said, "you can’t help it.
Somebody's got to be here.”

"Here” is monitoring the complex 
control systems that show how 
everything from the air conditioning 
to the water pipes are working.
There are 12,000 check points 
throughout the campus hooked into 
the control panel shown above and 
should any of them fail, an alarm 
sounds immediately.

They rarely do, but there, as with 
security, ESC or the cleaning staff, 
trouble at night usually comes in 
batches.

A fire alarm coupled with an 
accident and report of a theft could 
tax the resources of twice the 
security staff on hand if they hap
pened at roughly the same time, and 
according to Mrs. Lamb, once a 
serious call comes to the ESC it’s 
usually followed closely by one or 
two others that are unrelated.

Odds & Sodds
prints, sculpture and drawings by 
York student Stewart Simpson. In 
past years, along with his serious 
work, Simpson has done many of the 
cartoons for Excalibur and Pro Tern 
at the Glendon Campus. Gallery 
hours are 12 noon to 5 p.m. Monday 
to Saturday.

particularhavinggroups
relationships with the colleges will 
be at a meeting next Tuesday at 10 
a.m. in the Senate Chamber, S915 in 
the .Ross Building.

Other members of the York 
community are welcome to attend. 
Copies of the Calumet College Draft 
Statement 
Requirements have been placed at 
the reference desk in the Scott 
Library.

Indian classical 
music finale

Students of Trichy Sankaran 
(classical drum), Shambhu Das 
(sitar), and John Higgins (vocal) 
will join together for a grand year- 
end performance of Indian classical 
music on Wednesday, March 29 from 
3:30 to 6:00 p.m. in the McLaughlin 
Junior Common Room. A demon
stration of the traditional Indian 
learning process will be integrated 
with the sequence of musical 
compositions of increasing com
plexity and difficulty. Indian snacks 
and coffee will be served. The event 
is co-sponsored by the Program in 
Music and McLaughlin College.

of Program
A tkinson program

meetings
The following program meetings 

will be held for Atkinson students 
this weekend: Saturday — sociology 
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 
psychology from 2 to 5 p.m.; Sunday 
— English from 2 to 5 p.m. The 
meetings will be held in the Atkinson 
Common Room.

Sale, craft forum 
at Bookstores

A craft forum coupled with the 
York Bookstores’ annual spring sale 
continues today and tomorrow with 
sessions on horticulture and wine
making. Denes Kiss, superintendent 
of the campus greenhouse will be in 
the York store today, with Sandy 
Mammott of Vintage Craft 
discussing wine-making tomorrow. 
Thousands of regular stock books 
and special purchase titles are being 
offered at sale prices.

Early music recital
York’s Studio for Early Music of 

the Faculty of Fine Arts will present 
a recital of early music next 
Tuesday at 8:30 p.m. in the 
McLaughlin College Dining Hall. 
Admission is free, with all interested 
persons welcome.

Lifeguard wanted 
at GlendonBulk of work routine

Still, the bulk of the work at night 
is routine, “enough to keep you busy 
so there’s never a question of 
boredom” according to virtually 
everyone interviewed.

There are problems with 
loneliness, particularly among 
cleaners who often sing to keep 
themselves company and in some 
cases with nervousness among those 
working alone in remote areas of the 
larger buildings.

But generally it’s a world of quiet 
equilibrium at night completely 
different from the daylight hours. Policy and Planning Committee

concerning the proposal for the 
Calumet College building. 
Representatives of a number of

A summer lifeguard is required 
for July and August by the Glendon 
College athletics department. 
Applicants must have their bronze 
lifesaving certificate. Pay is $2 per 
hour. Hours Monday through Friday 
are noon to 1:30, 4 to 6 and 6:30 to 8 
p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 1:30 to 5 
p.m. For further information and 
application forms contact Mrs. Anne 
O’Byrne at 487-6151.

Student exhibits 
at WintersCalumet proposal 

up for discussion Today through Friday April 7, 
Winters College Art Gallery is 

The Senate Sub-Committee on holding an exhibition of paintings, 
Campus Planning is preparing its
recommendation to the Academic /-----------------------------------------------

New magazine on standsSymposium on citizen power
Waves, a new magazine designed to provide a forum for writers of 

all persuasions, styles and disciplines, has recently been published 
by members of the York community.

Although in the first issue of Waves York authors predominate, 
the editors hope the magazine will become broadly-based, reflecting 
and contributing to the Canadian scene by publishing committed 
opinion and commentary.

The publication is available for $1.00 at campus bookstores. For 
further information contact Waves, Room 141, Petrie Science 

\1 Lidding.

York's Urban Studies Program is hosting a symposium on citizen par 
ticipation in urban planning and government tomorrow in Curtis Lecture 
Halls Quote of the weekThe morning and afternoon sessions, entitled What is Citizen Par
ticipation and Alternate Ways to Give Citizens a Voice in Policy-Making, 
take place in Lecture Hall G, and will involve addresses from and 
discussions with Toronto planners and politicians, academics, and 
representatives of ratepayers' organizations.

l imes and names of speakers are noted in the On Campus section ol these 
The symposium is free and open to anyone wishing to attend.

There is no earthly hope for a man 
who is too lazy to acquire enemies.

Robert C. (Bob) Edwards, 
Calgary Eyeopener, June 15, 1918.
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Copy for University News Beat is publication. Any events that are 
supplied by the Department of open to all triembers of the York 
Information and Publications, community will be run, although 
Events for the On Campus section some may be edited due to space 
must reach the department not later limitations. Events may be phoned 
than noon on the Monday preceding in to 635-3441.

News Beat
First ' Tree Day' in April

6000 trees to go 
in campus woodlot B jjià1 çCommittee, headed by biologist 

Michael Boyer, which has been 
meeting for the past year with 
campus planners.

The meetings went well, and the 
University has agreed to provide the 
committee 
machinery and other equipment to 
do the planting and work in the lots.

Volunteers needed

The first steps toward the creation 
of a total arboretum concept for the 
York campus will be taken this 
spring with the planting of 6000 trees 
in and around the University’s four 
natural woodlots.

Part of a plan prepared by a group 
of concerned faculty and student 
members of the York community, 
the project also calls for the clearing 
the woods of debris, cutting natural 
walkways through them, building 
bridges where needed and labelling 
the more than 60 species of trees 
found in the lots.

Inventory last summer
Last year, a group of students, 

many of them teachers enrolled in a 
summer biology course, took an 
inventory of virtually every living 
tree and shrub on campus.

They found the woodlots 
deteriorating as drainage patterns 
were interfered with and automobile 
exhaust fumes took their toll of 
pollution-sensitive varieties near 
parking lots and roadways.

They also had some criticism of 
the stereotyped arrangements of 
ornamental shrubs planted in the 
past few years, and recommended 
the University design an overall 
plan for the creation of an ar
boretum — defined as a living 
collection of plant specimens, 
primarily trees, set out in a pleasing 
environment.

Their recommendations were 
echoed by an Arboretum Project

Shtinr
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with the trees,

The problem now is to find 
volunteers to work in the woods, and 
April 15, a Saturday, has been 
designated the first “Tree Day” of 
the season.

Beginning at 10 a.m., the first 
trees will be planted, and staked, 
and the task of cleaning the woods
will begin. On Friday, April 14, a ---------------------------------------------------
briefing session and party will be 
held in Vanier College.

The senior tutors of College including an old and salvageable 
Complex One have agreed to act as apple orchard, a mature maple 
co-ordinators for the volunteers, stand, and a bewildering variety of 
who the organizers hope will come herbacious plants ranging from wild 
from the ranks of faculty, students raspberries to poison ivy. 
and staff members and their In short they are the remnants of a 
families vast natural forest that once covered

In all, the woodlots cover 18 of the area, but has been eroded in 
York’s 600-odd acres. All are located recent centuries by farming, the 
located on the east side of the search for firewood, and now 
campus — in front of Founders development and the automobile. 
College, immediately behind Anyone who wants to help on the 
Osgoode Hall Law School, on Keele project is asked to call Tom Cohen, 
Street to the south of the Central senior tutor at Vanier College, at 
Utilities Building, and again on 635-2339. The dates again: Friday, 
Keele south of the main entrance to April 14 for a briefing session and 
the campus. party ; Saturday April 15 for the first

They contain thousands of trees “Tree Day” at York University.

ETV program highlights
Following is a selection of programs being offered on ETV Channel 19 in 

the next seven days. They are not always listed in TV guides and may be of 
interest to members of the York community.

Friday at 9:30 John Norwich tells the story of the three months between 
Napoleon’s escape from Elba and the final catastrophe at Waterloo on 
Chronicle; Saturday at 8 p.m. on Toronto and History, the cameras visit the 
old Grange building on Dundas Street and Sunday at 9 p.m. Daniel Baren
boim conducts the New Philharmonic Orchestra in a complete performance 
of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony on Barenboim on Beethoven.

Next Monday at 9:20 p.m. Landmarks takes a look at fireballs in Vic
torian Toronto, and Tuesday at 11 a.m. Canadians retraces the journey of 
the Voyageurs west from Thunder Bay in commemoration of Manitoba’s 
Centennial.

On Campus
William Hinton, author of Fanshen, who recently visited 
Longbow Village in China - Room N102, the Ross Building.

(Department of Physical 
Education) “Sport and Social Change” by John Loy, 
researcher and commentator in sports sociology, University 
of Massachusetts - Room C, Curtis Lecture Halls.

2:00 p.m. - (East Asian Studies) "The Current Situation in 
China” by William Hinton - Room S869, the Ross Building.

Monday, 7:30 p.m. - Poetry Reading (Stong College 
Fellows Series) "A Celtic Miscellany" by Tim Brownlow — 
Room 106, Stong College.

Wednesday, 4:00 p.m. - CRESS Seminar Series - “Visual 
illusions" by I.P. Howard, York’s Department of Psychology 
(the colloquium will be preceded by a film beginning at 3:30 
p.m.) — Room 317, Petrie Science Building.

— extra seating available — Room L, Curtis Lecture Halls.
9:00 p.m. - midnight - Comeback Inn — 2nd floor, Phase II, 

Atkinson College.
Wednesday, 4:00 p.m. - films (Natural Science 1750 

selections from the BBC “What is Life?” series - extra 
seating available — Room D, Stedman Lecture Halls.

4:00 p.m. - midnight-Green Bush Inn — Cock & Bull Coffee 
Shop; also 8:00 p.m. to midnight at Founders Dining Hall.

9:00 p.m. - midnight - Comeback Inn — 2nd floor, Phase II, 
Atkinson College.

Films, entertainment
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.York Campus

Thursday, 12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m. - Beer Lunch — Junior 
Common Room, Stong College.

4:00 p.m. - midnight - Green Bush Inn — Cock & Bull Coffee 
Shop; also 8:00 p.m. to midnight at Founders Dining Hall.

9:00 p.m. - midnight - Comeback Inn — 2nd floor, Phase II, 
Atkinson College.

Friday, 7:00 p.m. - film (Winters College Council) “The 
Graduate” — admission with weekend film series tickets; 
general admission $1.25; Winters students with ID cards $1. 
— Room I, Curtis Lecture Halls.

7:00p.m.-film (Vanier College Council) “Citizen Kane" — 
no admission charge — Room A, Curtis Lecture Halls.

7:30 p.m. - film (Glendon Liberal Club) “Love Story" — 
admission $1.25 — Room L, Curtis Lecture Halls.

9:30 p.m. - film (Winters College Council) “Charly" — 
admission with weekend film series tickets; general ad
mission $1.25; Winters students with ID card $1. — Room I, 
Curtis Lecture Halls.

Saturday, 7:00 p.m. - film (Winters College Council) 
“Charly" — admission as above — Room I, Curtis Lecture 
Halls.

7:30 p.m. - film (Glendon Liberal Club) "Love Story" — 
admission $1.25 — Room L, Curtis Lecture Halls.

9:30 p.m. - film (Winters College Council) “8*/z" — ad
mission as in Saturday listing at 7:00 p.m. — Room I, Curtis 
Lecture Halls.

Sunday, 7:00 p.m. - film (Winters College Council) “8tfe” — 
admission as above — Room I, Curtis Lecture Halls.

9:30 p.m.-film (Winters College Council) “The Graduate" 
admission as above — Room I, Curtis Lecture Halls. 

Monday. 12:00 noon & 4:00 p.m. - films — (Natural Science 
1750 — selections from the BBC "What is Life?" series; 
12:00 noon - "Making Good Copies" and “Catalyst";

4:00 p.m. - “How to Build an Enzyme" and “Chemicals in 
Control” — Room D, Stedman Lecture Halls (extra seating 
available.

4:00 p.m. - 5:55 p.m. - film (Division of Humanities) 
“Marat-Sade" — extra seating available — Room I, Curtis 
Lecture Halls.

6:00 p.m. - 7:40 p.m. - film (Division of Humanities) “The 
Magician" — extra seating available — Room I, Curtis 
Lecture Halls.

Tuesday, 12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m. - Beer Lunch — Graduate 
Students Lounge, 7th floor, the Ross Building.

12:0(1 noon & 4:00 p.m. - films (Natural Science 1750 
selections from the BBC “What is Life?” series;

12:00 noon - “DNA under Control" and “Energetic Elec
trons" 4:00 p.m. - “DAN" and "Evolution" - extra seating 
available - Room D, Stedman Lecture Halls.

7:00 p.m. - film (English Department) “The Birthday 
Party" — no admission charge — Room I, Curtis Lecture 
Halls.

7:00 p.m. - film (Department of Sociology) "The Incident"

Glendon Campus
Wednesday, 4:15 p.m. & 8:00 p.m. - film - “Salvatore 

Guilano" (Italie 1963; réalisateur - Rosi) — Room 129, York 
Hall.

Clubs. MeetingsSpecial Lectures
York Campus

Thursday, 2:00 p.m. - Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship —
Room 105, Vanier College.

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. - Kundalini Yoga Classes — South 
Wing Common Room, Atkinson College.

4:00 p.m. - Ukrainian Club Meeting — Room 110, Curtis 
Lecture Halls.

4:30 p.m. - Monthly Meeting of the Senate — due to space 
limitations, tickets must be obtained from Room S945, the 
Ross Building — Senate Chamber (S915), the Ross Building.

Friday, 7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. - Badminton Club — Upper 
gym, Tait McKenzie Building.

Sunday, 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Badminton Club — upper 
gym, Tait McKenzie Building.

2:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m. - Fencing Practice — Judo Room, Tait 
McKenzie Building.

Monday, 12:00 noon — Meeting for persons interested in the 
Status of Women at York University (bring own lunch) — ^
Master’s Dining Room, Stong College.

12:15 p.m. -12:45 p.m. - Conditioning for Men & Women — 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday — men-main gym ; women- 
upper gym, Tait McKenzie Building.

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. - Kundalini Y’oga Classes — South 
Wing Common Room, Atkinson College.

Tuesday, 1:00 p.m. - York University Progressive Con
servatives — general meeting — Room S128, the Ross 
Building.

5:00 p.m, - Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship — Room 112, 
Vanier College.

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. - Boxing Club — Judo Room, Tait 
McKenzie Building.

York Campus
Thursday, 2:00 p.m. - (Stong College Fellows Series) 

“Progress in Music" by Dr. Mordecai Sandberg — Music 
Room (019), Founders College.

2:00 p.m. - Public Lecture (Faculty of Graduate Studies) 
“Laser Amplification Processes in CO 2 Glow Discharges" 
by George Tseng-Jer Yeh, a candidate for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy — Room 317, Petrie Science Building.

3:45 p.m. - Psychology Colloquium - “Children with Uneven 
Cognitive Development" by Dr. Herman Witkin, Educational 
Testing Services, Princeton — Room 291, Behavioural 
Science Building.

4:00 p.m. - Mathematics Colloquium - “Relation Modules 
for Groups" by Professor Karl Gruenberg, University of 
Illinois — Room S203, the Ross Building.

4:30 p.m. — (Co-ordinating Committee on Communist and 
Slavic Studies) "Dickens and Dostoevsky" by Professor 
Nikita Lary of York’s Division of Humanities — Founders 
Masters Dining Room.

Friday, 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. - Symposium on Citizen 
Participation (Urban Studies Program).

9:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon - “What is Citizen Participation?"; 
Chairman: Earl Berger, Social Planner, Urban Studies 
Program, York U. Speakers: Cornell Ebers, Q.C., President, 
South Rosedale Ratepayers Association; Don Keating, 
Riverdale Community Organization; Mel Lastman, North 
York Controller; and David Rotenberg, City of Toronto 
Alderman; Commentators: Tom Philbrook and Frances 
Frisken of York University;

1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. - “Alternate Ways To Give Citizens a 
Voice in Policy-Making"; Chairman. Alex Murray. Faculty 
of Environmental Studies, York University; Speakers: Karl 
Jaffary, City of Toronto Alderman; Edmund P. Fowler, 
Glendon’s Department of Political Science; Ellen Adams, 
Board of Directors, CORRA; and Ray Spaxman. Deputy 
Director of Planning, City of Toronto; Commentators: Reg 
Lang and Michael Goldrick of York U.; both sessions will 
take place in Room G, Curtis Lecture Halls - for further in
formation call Mr. Homenuck at 3317 or Mrs. Frisken at 3691.

I loo a.m. - (East Asian Studies) "Longbow Revisited" by

Miscellaneous
York Campus

Sunday, 11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m. - Roman Catholic Mass —
Room 107, Stedman Lecture Halls.

Tuesday, 9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. - Christian Counselling & 
Religious Consultation — for Lutheran students; telephone ^ 
Rev. Judt at 635-2437 or 633-2158 — Room 221, McLaughlin 
College.
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How to churn out an essay
with this is governed by your skill as a writer. going to turn you right off and you’ll never 
The better writer needs only a sketchy point make your point. If anything, understate your 
form, but the poorer writer should put down points slightly. A reader often likes to think 
every single point he wishes to say, in the that the conclusions are coming from his head 
order he intends to say them. and a good teacher sees this technique.

The outline cannot be stressed too much. 4. Avoid adjectives and adverbs, in favor of 
Ask anyone who regularly gets high marks on nouns and verbs. The latter have much more 
their essays and the vast majority of them power, so use more of them and less of the 
will be working from outlines. others. Also, any good prof will recognize the

use of descriptive words for padding in a short 
essay. Remember, if your essay is good, the 
length doesn’t matter.

5. Don’t plagiarize anyone. You can rest 
assured that the professor is well-read in your 
essay topic and is apt to spot copying on first 
glance. Result: good-bye course.

6. Original forms — don’t be afraid to use 
them. If point form or numbered points are 
necessary, use them. Can you imagine this 
article if all my points were in paragraphs? 
However, don't use these other methods 
because they’re easier, or faster, and never 
use them if the prof says he doesn’t like them.

7. Most important, don’t be afraid to revise 
and rewrite. If something isn’t quite right, 
make it right. This is marks you’re talking 
about, not just a lark. A professional writer 
will spend as much as 10 times as many hours 
on revisions as on the first draft. That’s why 
he gets paid for writing.

Of course, there are more points to con
sider: spelling, grammar, and all that non
sense. Above all, try not to be boring, but still 
make your points. Actually, it's not all that 
difficult, as writing a couple of essays this 
way will soon tell you.

sessions and a number of other original ideas 
have produced A and A+ essays for people 
whose writing ability is limited. Fear not your 
own head. Use it. That’s what it’s there for.

Outline
When you have bribed the prof to give you 

an A regardless, then you can dispense with 
an outline. Until then, think of it as totally 
essential. A clear, well-thought-out outline 
will more than half the time mean the dif
ference between a pass and a failure and 
almost always will make the difference 
between a B+ and an A.

Take a look at your material — notes, in
terviews, questionnaires, (if any), and 
anything else you have; think hard about the 
subject , play around with it in your mind; let 
it form ideas and connections. Often a natural 
order for the essay will form itself from this. 
A historical essay, for example, is often 
naturally chronological and anything else 
spoils it. Similarly, an opinion essay using a 
syllogistic chain (A causes B, B causes C, 
etc.) has its own built-in pattern. If such a

Due to popular demand, we have been 
asked to reprint this feature on how to write 
essays by Jay Shepard.

He's a 20-year-old freelance and term paper 
writer who briefly attended York. He has no 
degree but says he has “this knack for writing 
A essays without even trying, no matter what 
the subject."

Introduction
Don't fool around with introductions. They 

dangerous things when not in the hands of 
experts and most people should get rid of 
them in a hurry.

Except in opinion essays (and even then, 
sometimes), the introduction should be a 
brief statement of what is going to be said in 
the essay. No points should be made, or 
arguments put forward. Two or three sen
tences is quite enough and short ones at that.

The only exception to this hard and fast rule 
is the literary essay, one in which the style is 
all-important. Generally an opinion essay, 
this type is probably the hardest to write and

My JAY SHEPARD
One of the worst hassles in high school or 

university is essay writing and it has caused 
the downfall of many erstwhile geniuses. 
However, with an ordered, logical approach 
to essay-writing, even the worst writer can 
consistently pass and often get B’s and A’s. If 
you believe me, read on.

Here follows a summary of how to write an 
average essay, from start to finish, in the 
most logical order 1 could think of. From 
research to final draft, the keynote is order 
and logic.

Before starting, you generally have to 
choose a topic. You have a wide choice here: 
choose the one the prof likes best ; choose the 
hardest ; choose the easiest one; or, choose 
the one that most interests you. In most cases, 
the last method is best. If a topic interests 
you, your essay will be better. Simple as that.

By the way, it helps if you read the topic 
before you write, so that your essay has 
something to do with it.

Research
There is only one overriding concern in the 

research end of the essay: the person who 
dbesn’t know his subject, nine times out of 10 
doesn’t get the marks. Let us not kid our
selves, the professors have spent many years 
studying the things you write about and 
bullshitting past them is not going to be at all 
easy. Oh, it can be done, but it’s generally 
much easier to do things the orthodox way in 
the first place. Certainly the gamble is less.

The first major type of research is in
terviewing and here there are three points to 
remember:

1. Don’t be afraid to ask people to be in
terviewed. Most people like to air their views,

just talk to someone new. Besides, 
very few people bite.

2. Make notes if you can’t remember all 
that is said. Remember, you are out to get the 
truth, not a garbled version of what you think 
was said.

3. The idea in an interview is for the other 
person to talk, so shut up.

Another more difficult type of research is 
what is termed observational. In science, this 
often involves lab experiments or studies, 
where you are asked to observe what happens 
and form conclusions and make explanations. 
In the sociological and psychological fields, it 
involves observing the behavior of a single 
person, or a group of them, either from inside 
or outside the group. In either case, there is 
one dominant rule: Never report what would 
or should have happened; only report what 
actually did happen. If you want to write 
the basis of how things should have gone, then 
you can either keep trying the experiment or 
whatever until it works out, or use books for 
reference. Never say you observed something 
when you didn’t.

For the more timid or more overworked 
student, two other avenues of research are 
open: periodicals and books. These are much 
easier than the first person methods, but 
generally require better writing for the same 
marks. The average prof is impressed by in- 
person research and forgives many other 
faults in an essay because of it. However, due 
to time and facilities, it is often necessary to 
write an essay relying on secondary sources.

Library research can be very complex, but 
a few points stand out in the mind:

1. Take your time. Give yourself a whole 
afternoon in the library, rather than a couple 
of one-hour stints.

2. Don’t be afraid to ask for assistance from 
the librarians (not the assistants). In the 
larger libraries (where you should be), the 
librarians generally know their way around 
pretty well.

3. Get comfortable. If there are easy chairs, 
sprawl out in one with your books around you. 
Relax. Libraries should be very easy-going 
and relaxing places.

4. Don’t overlook smaller periodicals, 
clipping files, house organs and scholarly 
works Often they will have really new in
sights into your subject.

These are the main methods of research. 
However, often the best essays come from 
totally unorthodox methods of information 
gathering, ones that have required 
imagination and creativity. Don t sell 
originality short ; if you have a new idea or 
approach', try to use it. Film, encounter

are

Conclusion«81
116 The easiest conclusion is a rephrasing of the 

introduction. Say what you have told the 
reader, in case he didn’t get it the first time. 
This works when your opinions (secondary 
conclusions) are contained within your 
points. '

If this is not the case — if your points lead 
up to one big conclusion — then make it and 
sign off quickly. In this situation, the “Big 
Point” should be in the last or second to last 
paragraph.

The same problems apply to conclusions as 
they do to introductions. The easiest way to 
solve them is to make your conclusion short 
and get it out of the way fast. It is to be hoped 
that, in the future, introductions and con
clusions will somehow be miraculously 
abolished. In the meantime, cultivate a 
healthy fear of them, for your own protection.

Presentation
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Perhaps a friend has come to you some 
time with their handwritten rough draft of an 
essay and asked you to read it, even though 
the handwriting is totally illegible. This 
should tell you something about the format of 
your final draft.

It would be useless to go into all the weirdo 
rules that some profs have for essays: size of 
margins, placement of footnotes and all sorts 
of nonsense that has nothing to do with 
learning. The only way you find out those 
things is to ask the man. Then follow his rules.
It can’t hurt.

But there are a couple of overall things that 
you can do to help your marks. A typewritten 
essay will get about half a mark (C+ to B-) 
more than a handwritten essay, no matter 
how good your longhand is. Type double
spaced, on one side of the paper only. If there 
are more than five pages, you should have a 
title page (name, class, title — that sort of 

introductions are the hardest part. No one can stuff). Don't forget to number every page and 
help you with this. There is only one thing that put your name on every page. Better than all

be of guidance to you : don’t be flashy. As 0f this, if you have the bread, is to get a good
we will see later, simplicity, clarity and typist to do it up properly. They cost about 
brevity pay much higher rewards than florid, two bits a page and do a great job. 
adjective-ridden prose. If your introduction is Incidentally, a coffee ring on your title page 
short and to the point, leave it. Don’t spoil a may make it look like you were working into 
good thing. the early morning hours, but it won’t get you

Contrary to public belief, the body is not the any more marks. .
hardest part of writing an essay. Frankly, if Let’s face it, writing a good essay is not the
you have followed the previous points with easiest thing in the world. If it was there
any degree of success and you speak English, wouldn t be so many failures. But a little
you already -have a pass essay guaranteed. more effort and an analytical approach

The body of the essay generally writes itself generally will solve the essay-writing
and shouldn’t take too much time or effort. In problem for the ave^estudent
order to increase that pass to a B or an A, If you more deta.led help ttere are
though, there are a number of pointers that three methods. First is the pnvat* tutor, 
hein* Usually a grad student or some other person

1 Clarity. Strive for it. In an essay, there is will do it for three or four dollars an hour. If
not a single more important aspect than being you can t afford *is, try the writing
understood. Try something out on a friend workshops. Contact Rehner, m S712
who doesn’t know the subject, if you are in of the Ross Humanities building for York s
doubt as to how clear it is. writing workshop on campus. They aren t as

2. Related to the first point, avoid redurn E^’ FalliiKesMwo dioices The library

3 Avoid using superlatives and over- By the way, don’t be afraid of writing an
statements. If you continually say something essay. After all, the worst that can happen is
is the “best”, or the “greatest", people are that you flunk.
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pattern comes up in your essay, use it without 
argument.

Failing this, there are several stock 
methods of ordering your facts. Pick the best 
one for your essay ;

1. Chronological.
2. From the weakest (least important) point 

to the strongest (jnost important) point.
3. From the strongest point to the weakest.
4. Strongest, then weakest to second 

strongest.
5. Second strongest, then weakest to 

strongest.
6. Random order (all points equal and 

unrelated). Avoid.
Once you have chosen the best order, fit in 

your points. Pare out those you don’t need and 
put aside those that don’t fit into your order. 
When you have finished this, the topics should 
flow freely from one to the other.

There are often things that don’t fit. Most 
often it is some related topic that must be 
included, but is not part of the main topic. 
Such things are best put between your last 
point and your conclusion. Alternatively, they 

be disposed of right at the beginning, but 
this is more difficult and less effective.

Add to your outline an introduction and a 
conclusion and you have a basis for writing. 
All that remains for your outline is to put 
down a couple of the major points for each 
topic, as reminders. The detail you go into

can

can


